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Abstract

Building an intelligent agent that simulates human learning of math and science could potentially benefit both cognitive science, by contributing to the understanding of human learning, and artificial intelligence, by advancing the goal of creating human-level intelligence. However, constructing such a learning agent currently requires manual encoding of prior domain knowledge; in addition to being a poor model of human acquisition of prior knowledge, manual knowledge-encoding is both time-consuming and error-prone. Previous research has shown that one of the key factors that differentiates experts and novices is their different representations of knowledge. Experts view the world in terms of deep functional features, while novices view it in terms of shallow perceptual features. Moreover, since the performance of learning algorithms is sensitive to representation, the deep features are also important in achieving effective machine learning.

In this work, we propose an efficient algorithm that acquires representation knowledge in the form of “deep features” for specific domains, and demonstrate its effectiveness in the domain of algebra as well as synthetic domains. We integrate this algorithm into a learning agent, SimStudent, which learns procedural knowledge by observing a tutor solve sample problems, and by getting feedback while actively solving problems on its own. We show that learning representations enhances the generality of the learning agent by reducing the requirements for knowledge engineering. Moreover, we propose an approach that automatically discovers student models using the extended SimStudent. By fitting the discovered model to real student learning curve data, we show that the discovered model is better or as good as human-generated models, and demonstrate how the discovered model may be used to improve a tutoring system’s instructional strategy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the fundamental goals of artificial intelligence is to understand and develop intelligent agents that simulate human-like intelligence. A considerable amount of effort (e.g., Laird et al., 1987, Anderson, 1993, Langley and Choi, 2006) has been put toward this challenging task. Further, education in the 21st century will be increasingly about helping students not just learn content but become better learners. Thus, we have a second goal of improving our understanding of how humans acquire knowledge and how students vary in their abilities to learn.

1.1 Motivation

To contribute to both goals, there have been recent efforts (e.g., Anzai and Simon, 1979, Neves, 1985, Vanlehn, Ohlsson, and Nason, 1994, Matsuda, Lee, Cohen, and Koedinger, 2009) in developing intelligent agents that model human learning of math, science, or a second language. Although such agents produce intelligent behavior with less human knowledge engineering than before, there remains a non-trivial element of knowledge engineering in the encoding of the prior domain knowledge given to the simulated student at the start of the learning process. For example, to build an algebra learning agent, the agent developer needs to provide prior knowledge by coding functions that describe how to extract a coefficient or how to add two algebraic terms. Additionally, the manually-constructed domain-specific prior knowledge may not be reusable in other domains, and thus the need for such prior knowledge hurts the generality of the constructed learning agent.

Moreover, manual encoding of prior knowledge can be time-consuming and may not correspond with human learning. Since real students entering a course do not usually have substantial domain-specific or domain-relevant prior knowledge, it is not realistic in a model of human learning to assume this knowledge is given rather than learned. For example, for students learning about algebra, we cannot assume that they all know beforehand what a coefficient is, or what the difference between a variable term and a constant term is. An intelligent system that models automatic knowledge acquisition with a small amount of prior knowledge could be helpful.
both in reducing the effort in knowledge engineering intelligent systems and in advancing the cognitive science of human learning.

1.2 Proposed Approach

The goal of this thesis is to build an intelligent agent that is able to learn complex problem solving skills in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) domains from simple demonstrations and feedback. As mentioned above, previous work in this area (e.g., Anzai and Simon, 1979, Neves, 1985, Vanlehn, Ohlsson, and Nason, 1994, Matsuda, Lee, Cohen, and Koedinger, 2009) has developed intelligent agents that acquire complex skills, but the agents’ performance often relies heavily on the pre-programmed representations and features specific to the domain. To address this problem, we propose to develop an unsupervised feature/representation learner, and integrate it into a supervised skill-learning agent to improve learning effectiveness of the agent. Hence, unlike normal feature discovery methods that optimize classification or prediction accuracy, the objective of complex skill learning tasks is to jointly optimize learning of perceptual chunks, action chunks or functions, and search control.
1.2.1 Integrating Representation Learning and Skill Learning

There are three main streams of feature construction algorithms. The first category of work has an unsupervised component that learns key features to identify patterns in data (e.g., images), and then a supervised learning process that makes use of these features to optimize some objective function. An example of such work is deep belief networks [Hinton, 2007]. Other work takes a joint learning strategy to build latent variable discriminative models such as supervised LDA [Blei and McAuliffe, 2007]. A third branch in feature construction is supervised feature induction, which searches for new features to optimize an objective function.

Our feature/representation learner falls into the first category, where it focuses on building a generative model, $\mathcal{G}$, that best captures the distribution among observations (e.g., algebraic expressions), $\mathcal{R}$, which approximates maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of $p(\mathcal{R}|\mathcal{G})$. Although not trained by directly optimizing the learning effectiveness of the intelligent agent, the philosophy behind this strategy is that if we could correctly model these observations (e.g., the right parse structures for the expressions), the acquired representation should contain useful features that aid the skill learning process, and yield faster learning.

The idea of our representation learner comes from previous work in cognitive science [Chi et al., 1981, Chase and Simon, 1973], which showed that one of the key factors that differentiates experts and novices in a field is their different prior knowledge of world state representation. Experts view the world in terms of deep functional features (e.g., coefficient and constant terms in algebra), while novices only view in terms of shallow perceptual features (e.g., integer in an expression). Representation learning is a major component of human expertise acquisition, but has not received much attention in AI until recently. Learning deep features changes the representation on which future learning is based and, by doing so, improves future learning. However, how these deep features are acquired is not clear. Therefore, we have recently developed a learning algorithm that acquires representations of the problems in terms of deep features automatically with only domain-independent knowledge (e.g., what is an integer) as input [Li et al., 2010]. We evaluated the effectiveness of the algorithm in learning deep features, but not its impact on future skill learner.

In order to evaluate how the representation learner could affect future learning of an intelligent agent, we further integrated this representation learning algorithm into SimStudent [Matsuda et al., 2009], an agent that learns problem-solving skills by examples and by feedback on performance, and demonstrated the extended SimStudent across multiple domains (e.g., algebra, fraction addition, stoichiometry, article selection). The original SimStudent relies on a hand-engineered representation that encodes an expert representation given as prior knowledge. This limits the generality of the learning agent and its ability to model novice students. Integrating the representation learner into the original SimStudent both enhances the generality of learning through reducing the amount of engineering effort and builds a better model of student learning.

As shown in Figure 1.1, SimStudent contains a performance system as well as a learning system. As presented in black, the skill knowledge in the performance system is represented as produc-
Before our extension, the production rule consists of three parts, the “where”, “when,” and “how” parts. Each part is acquired by one learning component in the learning system. After the extension, as shown in red, a representation learning module is added to the learning system. The output of the representation learner generates a perceptual representation hierarchy as SimStudent’s working memory, which is used in the performance system to match against the production rules. For skill learning, the representation learner acquires and extends the perceptual representation hierarchy to replace the originally manually-constructed prior knowledge needed for perceptual learner and the operator function sequence learner. The representation learning module also automatically generates feature predicates as the prior knowledge for the feature test learner in SimStudent. We show that the extended SimStudent with better representation learning performs much better than the original SimStudent when neither of them are given domain-specific knowledge. We also show that even compared to the original SimStudent with the domain-specific knowledge, the extended SimStudent is able to learn nearly as well without being given domain-specific knowledge.

One of the distinctive elements of SimStudent and my extensions to it are the emphasis on perceptual information retrieval (a separate part of in problem-solving skill’s if-parts as shown in Figure 2.4) and perceptual learning (where and what learning to be described in Section 2.4). This emphasis on perceptual learning has been shown to be one essential component in human knowledge acquisition [Chase and Simon, 1973, Koedinger and Anderson, 1990]. SimStudent is different from other cognitive architectures as most of the existing cognitive architectures (e.g., [Laird et al., 1987, Anderson, 1993]) do not distinguish perceptual knowledge from conceptual knowledge. One exception comes from ICARUS [Langley and Choi, 2006], it does have a perceptual memory and a conceptual knowledge base, but it focuses more on concept knowledge learning [Li et al., 2011c], and does not model perceptual learning.
1.2.2 Applications to Intelligent Tutoring System Authoring

Furthermore, intelligent agents can be integrated into authoring tools for intelligent tutoring systems, so that end-users can create intelligent tutoring systems by demonstration rather than by programming. In recent years, there has been a fast growing interest for leveraging online platforms for education. Examples of such platforms include Khan Academy, and Stanford online courses. In order to provide better online learning experiences, educators and researchers have worked intensively to develop personalized interactive tutoring systems that teach individual students according to their abilities, learning styles and so on.

One variety of successes is intelligent tutoring systems. These systems provide context-sensitive and personalized instructions based on human students’ interaction with the system. As shown in Figure 1.2, given a problem selected by the tutoring system, the human student tries to solve the problem by showing step-by-step solution in to the system. Next, the tutoring system sends the student input to two intelligent instruction selection mechanisms, a model tracing component and a knowledge tracing component. The model tracer gives this information to a learner model. A learner model is a system that can solve problems in various ways as human students can. Thus, the learner model produces the student’s individual approach in solving the problem. Based on this information, the model tracing component generates context-sensitive instructions to the student. For example, if the student is given a problem \(3(2x - 5) = 9\), the learner model shows that there are two correct ways of solving the problem, 1) distribute the left hand side (i.e., \(6x - 15 = 9\)), 2) divide both sides by 3 (i.e., \(2x - 5 = 3\)). The tutoring system then provides different hint messages for these two solutions. Moreover, the system can also select problems for a human student based on the assessment of the student’s knowledge growth. More specifically, the knowledge tracing component in the tutoring system asks the learner model to assess the chance of the human student in knowing a specific skill, and then chooses the problems that will focus more on the skills that the students have not mastered. Previous studies have shown that such intelligent tutoring systems are able to yield substantially better student learning in 8 of 10 full-year controlled studies [Koedinger and MacLaren, 1997]. Nevertheless, the quality of the personalized instructions depends largely on the quality of the learner model. Traditional ways to construct models are often time-consuming, and require expert input. More importantly, they are highly subjective, and may ignore distinctions in content and learning that have important instructional implications [Koedinger and Nathan, 2004].

In this work, as presented in Figure 1.3, we propose a novel approach where we use an intelligent agent to automatically discover learner models. Then, intelligent agents can be integrated into authoring tools for intelligent tutoring systems, so that non-programmer domain experts can create learner models for intelligent tutoring systems by demonstration rather than by programming. We show that the discovered models fit with human student data better than human-generated models. Further analysis of the discovered model reveals insights that could improve instructional strategies in intelligent tutoring systems.
1.3 Main Contribution

To summarize, the main contributions of this work are two-fold. By integrating representation learning into skill learning, 1) we improve the generality of the learning agent by reducing the amount of knowledge engineering effort required in constructing the intelligent agent; 2) we get a better modeling of human learning behavior. Note that rather than duplicating how the human brain works, our focus of this work is to build a system that behaves like human students, and use the proposed system to get better understanding of human knowledge acquisition.

In the following part, we start with a brief review of SimStudent. Next, we present the deep feature representation learning algorithm together with its evaluation results. Then, we describe how to integrate the representation learner into SimStudent, and illustrate the proposed approach with an example in algebra. After that, we present experimental results for both the original SimStudent and the extended SimStudent trained with problem sets used by real students during learning across domains, and show that the extended SimStudent is able to achieve performance comparable to or better than the original SimStudent without requiring domain-specific knowledge as input. Later, we explore the generality of the proposed approach in a more ill-defined domain, article selection in English, where no complex problem solving is needed, but where complex perceptual knowledge and large amounts of background knowledge are needed. Experimental results show that by incorporating world knowledge in the learning agent, the extended SimStudent can successfully learn how to select the correct article given a reasonable number (i.e., 60) of problems.

In the third part of the thesis, we focus on how the extended SimStudent contributes to learning sciences. First, we present how the extended learning agent can provide insights for better un-
derstanding of student learning. To study one of the most important variables that affect learning effectiveness, the order of problems presented to students, we conduct a controlled-simulation study with SimStudent, and carefully inspect what causes such effect by looking at SimStudents learning processes and learning outcomes, which are not easily obtainable from human subjects. Furthermore, we present a method for using the extended SimStudent to automatically discover learner models, and show that the learner model discovered by the extended SimStudent is better than or as good as the human-generated models in predicting human student behavior. We conclude my thesis with a summary of findings along with a discussion of possible future directions.
Chapter 2

A Brief Review of SimStudent

SimStudent is an intelligent agent that inductively learns skills to solve problems from demonstrated solutions and from problem solving experience. It is an extension of programming by demonstration [Lau and Weld, 1998] using a variation of the version space algorithm [Mitchell, 1982], inductive logic programming [Muggleton and de Raedt, 1994], and iterative-deepening depth-first search as underlying learning techniques. Figure 2.1 and 2.2 are screenshots of SimStudent learning to solve algebra equations. Figure 2.1 is an interface used to teach SimStudent equation solving, and Figure 2.2 shows how SimStudent keeps track of the demonstrated steps and acquires skill knowledge based on them. In this thesis, we will use equation solving as an illustrative domain to explain the learning mechanisms. But we would like to point out that the learning algorithms are domain general. In fact, SimStudent has been used and tested across various domains, including multi-column addition, fraction addition, stoichiometry, and so on. In the rest of this subsection, we will briefly review the learning mechanism of SimStudent. For full details, please refer to Matsuda et al. [2009].

2.1 Prior Knowledge

Before learning, SimStudent is given a set of (ideally simple) feature predicates and a set of (ideally simple) operator functions as prior knowledge.

Each feature predicate is a Boolean function that describes relations among objects in the domain. For example, (has-coefficient -3x) means -3x has a coefficient. SimStudent uses these feature predicates to understand the state of the given problems.

Operator functions specify basic functions (e.g., add two numbers, get the coefficient) that SimStudent can apply to aspects of the problem representation. Operator functions are divided into two groups, domain-independent operator functions and domain-specific operator functions. Domain-independent operator functions can be used across multiple domains, and tend to be simpler (like standard operations on a programming language). Examples of such operator functions include adding two numbers, (add 1 2) or copying a string, (copy -3x). These operator functions
are not only useful in solving equations, but can also be used in other domains such as multi-column addition and fraction addition. Because these domain-general functions are involved in domains that are acquired before algebra, we can assume that real students know them prior to algebra instruction. Because these domain-general functions can be used in multiple domains, there is a potential engineering benefit in reducing or eliminating a need to write new operator functions when applying SimStudent to a new domain.

Domain-specific operator functions, on the other hand, are more complicated functions, such as getting the coefficient of a term, \((\text{coefficient} -3x)\), or adding two terms. Performing such operator functions implies some domain expertise that real students are less likely to have. Domain-specific operator functions tend to require more knowledge engineering or programming effort than domain-independent operator functions. For example, compare the “add” domain-independent operator function with the “add-term” domain-specific operator function. Adding two numbers is one step among the many steps in adding two terms together (i.e., parsing the input terms into sub-terms, applying an addition strategy for each term format, and concatenating all of the sub-terms together).

Note that operator functions are different from operators in traditional planning systems, operator functions have no explicit encoding of preconditions and may not produce correct results when applied in context. Thus, SimStudent is different from traditional planning algorithms, which can engage on speed-up learning. SimStudent engages in knowledge-level learning [Dietterich, 1986], and inductively acquires complex reasoning rules. These rules are represented as production rules, which we will explain later.
2.2 Learning Task

During the learning process, given the current state of the problem (e.g., $-3x = 6$), SimStudent first tries to find an appropriate production rule that proposes a plan for the next step (e.g., $(\text{bind } ?\text{coef} \text{ coefficient } -3x) (\text{bind } ?\text{output} \text{ divide } ?\text{coef}))$. If it finds one and receives positive feedback, it continues to the next step. If the proposed next step is incorrect, negative feedback is given, and if SimStudent has no other alternatives, a correct next step demonstration is provided. SimStudent will attempt to modify or learn production rules accordingly. Although other feedback mechanisms are also possible, in our case, the feedback is given by automatic cognitive tutors (e.g., Koedinger and Corbett, 2006), which simulate the tutors used to teach real students.

For each demonstrated step, the tutor specifies 1) perceptual information (e.g., $-3x$ and 6 for
-3x = 6) from a graphical user interface (GUI) showing where to find information to perform the next step, 2) a skill label (e.g., divide) corresponding to the type of skill applied, 3) a next step (e.g., (divide -3) for problem -3x = 6). This simulates the limited information available to real students. Taken together, the three pieces of information form an example action record indexed by the skill label, \( R = (\text{label}, \langle \text{percepts}, \text{step} \rangle) \). In the algebra example, an example action record is \( R = (\text{divide}, \langle (-3x, 6), (\text{divide} -3) \rangle) \). For each incorrect next step proposed by SimStudent, an example action record is also generated as a negative example. During learning, SimStudent typically acquires one production rule for each skill label, \( l \), based on the set of associated (both positive and negative) example action records gathered up to the current step, \( R = (R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_n) \) (where \( R_i.\text{label} = l \)).

In summary, since we would like to model how real students are tutored, the learning task presented to SimStudent is challenging. First, the total number of world states is large. In equation solving, for instance, there are infinite variety of algebraic expressions that can be entered and there are many possible alternative solution strategies. Second, the operator functions given as prior knowledge do not encode any preconditions (neither for applicability nor for search control) or postconditions. Last, the semantics of a demonstrated step is only partially observable. It usually takes more than one operator function to move from one observed state to the next observed state. Correct intermediate outputs of operator functions are unobservable to SimStudent. Taken together, the learning task SimStudent is facing is learning skill knowledge within infinite world states given incomplete operator function descriptions and partially observable states.

### 2.3 Performance System

The output of the learning agent is represented as production rules [Laird et al., 1987, Anderson, 1993]. The left side of Figure 2.4 shows an example of a production rule learned by SimStudent with a simple English description shown on the right. As shown in Figure 2.5, a production rule indicates “where” to look for information in the interface (perceptual information), “how” to change the problem state (an operator function sequence), and “when” to apply a rule (a set of features indicating the circumstances under which performing the how-part will be useful). For example, the rule to “divide both sides of \(-3x=6\) by \(-3\)” shown in Figure 2.4 can be read...
as “given a left-hand side (i.e., -3x) and a right-hand side (6) of an equation, when the left-hand side does not have a constant term, then get the coefficient of the term on the left-hand side and write “divide” followed by the coefficient.” The perceptual information part represents hierarchical paths to identify useful information from the GUI. The precondition (just before “⇒” in Figure 2.4) includes a set of feature tests representing desired conditions in which to apply the production rule. The last part (after “⇒” in Figure 2.4) is the operator function sequence which computes what to output in the GUI.

The working memory of SimStudent is represented as a perceptual representation hierarchy, as shown in right side of Figure 2.5. For example, recall that the elements in the interface are organized in a directed graph. The perceptual representation hierarchy in this case consists of a table node, the table node has columns as children, and each column has multiple cells as children. During execution SimStudent updates its working memory with inputs from the environment as a hierarchy, and matches this information against the acquired production rules. The where part finds the useful information from this hierarchy. Next, the when part uses the useful information to decide which production rule to fire. The selected production rule will generate an action that SimStudent is going to execute in the world determined by the how part of the production rule.
Figure 2.5: A diagram that shows the architecture of SimStudent. As shown in green, SimStudent needs prior knowledge constructed by human author and from library of primitive predicates and skills. The goal of this thesis is to remove or reduce the need for human author to manually construct such prior knowledge.

2.4 Learning Mechanisms

With all the challenges presented, we have developed three learning mechanisms in SimStudent to acquire the three parts of the production rules as shown in the left side of Figure 2.5 [Matsuda et al., 2009], where each learning component models one aspect of problem-solving skill acquisition. The first component is a perceptual learner that learns the where-part of the production rule by finding paths to identify useful information in the working memory. The percepts specified in the above production rule are cells associated with the sides of the algebra equation, which are Cell 11 and Cell 21 in this case. Hence, the perceptual learner’s task is to find the right paths in the tree to reach the specified cell nodes. There are two ways to reach a percept node in the interface: 1) by the exact path to its exact position in the tree, or 2) by a generalized path to a set of GUI elements that may have a specific relationship with the GUI element where the next step is entered (e.g., cells above next step). A generalized path has one or more levels in the tree that are bound to more than one node. For example, a cell in the second column and the third row, Cell 23, can be generalized to any cell in the second column, Cell 2?, or any cell in the table, Cell ???. In the example shown in Figure 2.4, the production rule has an over-specific where-part that produces a next step only when the sides of the current step are in row two. The learner searches for the least general path in the version space formed by the set of paths to training examples [Mitchell, 1982]. This process is done by a brute-force depth-first search. For example, if only given the example \(-3x=6\) in row two, the production rule learned as shown in Figure 2.4
has an over-specific where-part. If given more examples in other rows (e.g., 4x=12 in row three), the where-part will be generalized to any row in the table.

The second part of the learning mechanism is a feature test learner that learns the when-part of the production rule by acquiring the precondition of the production rule using the given feature predicates. The acquired preconditions should contain information about both applicability (e.g., getting a coefficient is not applicable to the term 3x+5) and search control (e.g., it is not preferred to add 5 to both sides for problem -3x = 6). The feature test learner utilizes FOIL [Quinlan, 1990], an inductive logic programming system that learns Horn clauses from both positive and negative examples expressed as relations. FOIL is used to acquire a set of feature tests that describe the desired situation in which to fire the production rule. For each rule, the feature test learner creates a new predicate that corresponds to the precondition of the rule, and sets it as the target relation for FOIL to learn. The arguments of the new predicate are associated with the percepts. Each training action record serves as either a positive or a negative example for FOIL based on the feedback provided by the tutor. For example, (precondition-divide ?percept1 ?percept2) is the precondition predicate associated with the production rule named “divide”. (precondition-divide -3x 6) is a positive example for it. The feature test learner computes the truthfulness of all predicates bound with all possible permutations of percept values, and sends it as input to FOIL. Given these inputs, FOIL will acquire a set of clauses formed by feature predicates describing the precondition predicate.

The last component is an operator function sequence learner that acquires the how-part of the production rule. For each positive example action record, Ri, the learner takes the percepts, Ri.percepts, as the initial state, and sets the step, Ri.step, as the goal state. We say an operator function sequence explains a percepts-step pair, (Ri.percepts, Ri.step), if the system takes Ri.percepts as an initial state and yields stepi after applying the operator functions. For example, if SimStudent first receives a percepts-step pair, ⟨(2x, 2), (divide 2)⟩, both the operator function sequence that directly divides both sides with the right-hand side (i.e., (bind ?output (divide 2))), and the sequence that first gets the coefficient, and then divides both sides with the coefficient (i.e., (bind ?coef (coefficient 2x ?coef)) (bind ?output (divide ?coef))) are possible explanations for the given pair. Since we have multiple example action records for each skill, it is not sufficient to find one operator function sequence for each example action record. Instead, the learner attempts to find a shortest operator function sequence that explains all of the ⟨percepts, step⟩ pairs using iterative-deepening depth-first search within some depth-limit. As in the above example, since (bind ?output (divide 2)) is shorter than (i.e., (bind ?coef (coefficient 2x ?coef)) (bind ?output (divide ?coef))), SimStudent will learn this operator function sequence as the how-part. Later, it meets another example, -3x=6, and receives another percepts-step pair, ⟨(-3x, 6), (divide -3)⟩. The operator function sequence that divides both sides with the right-hand side is not a possible explanation any more. Hence, SimStudent modifies the how-part to be the longer operator function sequence (bind ?coef (coefficient ?rhs)) (bind ?output (divide ?coef)).

Last, although we said that SimStudent tries to learn one rule for each label, when a new training action record is added, SimStudent might fail to learn a single rule for all example action records when the perceptual information learner cannot find one path that covers all demonstrated steps, or the operator sequence learner cannot find one operator function sequence that explains all
records. In that case, SimStudent learns a separate rule just for the last example action record.
This breaking a single production rule into a pair of disjuncts effectively splits the example
action records into two clusters. Later, for each new example action record, SimStudent tries to
acquire a rule for each of the example clusters plus the new example action record. If the new
record cannot be added to any of the existing clusters, SimStudent creates another new cluster.
As we will see in Chapter 8, this clustering behavior can be used to discover models of student
learning.
Chapter 3

Deep Feature Representation Learning

Having reviewed SimStudent’s production rule learning mechanisms, we move to a discussion of deep feature knowledge acquisition as representation learning. In this chapter, we focus on describing the representation learning mechanism as a stand-alone module. In later chapters, we will continue to introduce how the representation learner is integrated into the learning agent. As shown in Figure 3.1, the representation learner takes problem states (e.g., -3x=6) as input, and acquires hierarchical representations of the problems.

As mentioned above, representation learning is important both for human knowledge acquisition, and in achieving effective machine learning. Previous studies [Chi et al., 1981, Chase and Simon, 1973] show that one of the key factors that differentiates an expert from a novice is the knowledge of deep features. For instance, in the algebra domain, deep features such as coefficient and constant are usually hard for students to acquire. In addition, the performance of learning algorithms is sensitive to representations. Automatic acquisition of good representation knowledge such as deep features is important in achieving effective learning. We carefully examine the nature of representation learning in algebra equation solving, and discover that it could be modeled as an unsupervised grammar induction problem given observational data (e.g., expressions in algebra). Expressions can be formulated as a context free grammar and deep features are modeled as non-terminal symbols in particular positions in a grammar rule. Table 3.1 illustrates a portion of a grammar for algebra expressions and the modeling of the deep feature “coefficient” as a non-terminal symbol in one (or more) of the grammar rules, as indicated by the square brackets (i.e., [SignedNumber]).

Viewing representation learning tasks as grammar induction provides a general explanation of how experts acquire perceptual chunks [Chase and Simon, 1973, Koedinger and Anderson, 1990] and explanations for specific novice errors. In this account, some novice errors are the result of acquiring the wrong grammar for the task domain. Let us use the -3x example again. The correct grammar shown in Table 3.1 produces the correct parse tree shown on the left in Figure 3.2. A novice, however, may acquire different grammar rules (e.g., because of plausible lack of experience with negative numbers) and these result in the incorrect parse tree shown on the right of Figure 3.2. Instead of grouping - and 3 together, this grammar groups 3 and x first, and thus
Table 3.1: Probabilistic context-free grammar for coefficients in algebraic equations.

| Terminal symbols: | –, x, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; |
| Non-terminal symbols: | Expression, SignedNumber, Variable, MinusSign, Number; |
| Expression → | 0.33, [SignedNumber] Variable |
| Expression → | 0.67, SignedNumber |
| Variable → | 1.0, x |
| SignedNumber → | 0.5, MinusSign Number |
| SignedNumber → | 0.5, Number |
| Number → | 0.091, Number Number |
| Number → | 0.091, 0 |
| Number → | 0.091, 1 |
| Number → | 0.091, 2 |
| Number → | 0.091, 3 |
| Number → | 0.091, 4 |
| Number → | 0.091, 5 |
| Number → | 0.091, 6 |
| Number → | 0.091, 7 |
| Number → | 0.091, 8 |
| Number → | 0.091, 9 |
| MinusSign → | 1.0, – |

mistakenly considers 3 as the coefficient. In fact, a common strategic error students make in a problem like \(-3x=12\) is for the student to divide both sides by 3 rather than -3 [Li et al., 2011a]. Based on these observations, we built a representation learner by extending an existing probabilistic context free grammar (pCFG) learner [Li et al., 2009] to support feature learning and transfer learning. The representation learner is domain general. It currently supports domains where student input can be represented as a string of tokens, and can be modeled with a context-free grammar (e.g., algebra, chemistry, natural language processing).
3.1 Representation Learning as Grammar Induction

Before introducing the representation learning algorithm, we first briefly review the pCFG learner [Li et al., 2009] it is based on. The pCFG learner is a variant of the inside-outside algorithm [Lari and Young, 1990].

3.1.1 A Brief Review of a pCFG Learner

The input to the pCFG learner is a set of observation sequences, $O$. Each sequence is a string of tokens directly from user input (e.g., $-3x$). The output is a pCFG that can generate all input observation sequences with high probabilities. The system consists of two parts, a greedy structure hypothesizer (GSH), which creates non-terminal symbols and associated grammar rules as needed, to cover all the training examples, and a Viterbi training step, which iteratively refines the probabilities of the grammar rules.

Greedy Structure Hypothesizer (GSH)

GSH creates a context-free grammar in a bottom-up fashion. Pseudo code for the GSH algorithm is shown in algorithm 3.1. It starts by initializing the rule set $S$ to rules associated with terminal characters (e.g., -, 3 and $x$ in $-3x$) in the observation sequences, $O$. Next the algorithm (line 4) detects whether there are possible recursive structures embedded in the observation sequence by looking for repeated symbols. If so, the algorithm learns a recursive rule for them (e.g., $Number \rightarrow 0.091$, $Number$ $Number$). If the algorithm fails to find recursive structures, it starts to search for the character pair that appears in the plans most frequently (line 6), and constructs a grammar rule for the character pair. To build a non-recursive rule, the algorithm will introduce a new symbol and set it as the head of the new rule. After getting the new rule, the system updates the current observation set $O$ with this rule by replacing the character pairs in the observations with the head of the rule (line 9).
Algorithm 3.1: GSH constructs an initial set of grammar rules, $S$, from observation sequences, $O$.

**Input:** Observation Sequence Set $O$.

1. $S :=$ terminal symbol grammar rules;
2. while not-all-sequences-are-parsable($O$, $S$) do
3.     if has-recursive-rule($O$) then
4.         $s :=$ generate-recursive-rule($O$);
5.     else
6.         $s :=$ generate-most-frequent-rule($O$);
7.     end
8.     $S := S + s$;
9.     $O :=$ update-plan-set-with-rule($O$, $S$);
10. end
11. $S =$ initialize-probabilities($S$); **return** $S$

After learning all the grammar rules, the structure learning algorithm assigns initial probabilities to these rules. If there are $k$ grammar rules with the same head symbol, then each of them are assigned the probability $\frac{1}{k}$. To break ties among grammar rules with the same head, GSH adds a small random number to each probability and normalizes the values again. This output of GSH is a redundant set of grammar rules, which is sent to the Viterbi training phase.

Refining Schema Probabilities – Viterbi Training Phase

The Viterbi training algorithm tunes the probabilities associated with the initial set of rules generated by the GSH phase. It considers the parse trees $T$ associated with the observation sequence as hidden variables, and carries out an iterative refinement process to update the parse trees as well as the grammar rules. Each iteration involves two steps.

In the first step, the algorithm computes the most probable parse tree for each observation using the current rules. Any subtree of a most probable parse tree is also a most probable parse subtree. Therefore, for each observation sequence, the algorithm builds the most probable parse tree in a bottom-up fashion until reaching the start symbol. After getting the parse trees for all observations, the algorithm moves on to the second step. In this step, the algorithm updates the selection probabilities associated with the grammar rules. For a grammar rule with head $h$, the new probability of being chosen is simply the total number of times that rule appears in the Viterbi parse trees divided by the total number of times $h$ appears in the parse trees. (This learning procedure is a fast approximation of expectation-maximization [Dempster et al., 1977], which approximates the posterior distribution of trees given parameters by the single MAP hypothesis.) After finishing the second step, the algorithm starts a new iteration until convergence. The output of the algorithm is a set of probabilistic grammar rules.

For example, as shown in Figure 3.3, the pCFG learner is given three observation sequences, 2, −5, and −3x, and it knows that 2, 3, and 5 are numbers. In the first step, the structure hypoth-
esizer finds that the \(\langle \text{MinusSign, Number}\rangle\) pair appears more often than the \(\langle \text{Number, Variable}\rangle\) pair. It creates a rule that reduces an automatically-generated non-terminal symbol, \(\text{SignedNumber}\), into \(\text{MinusSign}\) and \(\text{Number}\), and replaces \(-5\) and \(-3\) in the observation sequences with the non-terminal symbol \(\text{SignedNumber}\). Then, using the updated sequences, the GSH continues to find frequently appeared pairs and creates non-terminal symbols as well as grammar rules as needed. This procedure continues until every training example has at least one parse tree, as shown in Figure 3.3. The hypothesized grammar rules as presented in Figure 3.4 are then sent to the Viterbi training step, where the probabilities associated with grammar rules are refined, and redundant grammar rules are removed.

### 3.1.2 Feature Learning

Having reviewed Li et al.’s [2009] pCFG learning algorithm, we are ready to describe how it is extended to support representation learning without SimStudent. The input of the system is a set of pairs such as \(\langle -3x, -3\rangle\), where the first element is the input to a feature extraction mechanism (e.g., coefficient), and the second is the extraction output (e.g., \(-3\) is the coefficient of \(-3x\)). The output is a pCFG with a non-terminal symbol in one of the rules set as the target feature (as shown by \(\text{[SignedNumber]}\) in Table 3.1). The learning process contains two steps. The system first acquires the grammar using Li et al.’s [2009] algorithm. After that, the representation learner tries to identify a non-terminal symbol in one of the rules as the target feature. To do this, the system builds parse trees for all of the observation sequences, and picks the non-terminal symbol that corresponds to the most training records as the deep feature. To produce this output, the representation learner uses the pCFG learner to produce a grammar, and then searches for non-terminal symbols that correspond to the extraction output (e.g., the \(-3\) in \(-3x\)). The process is done in three steps.

The system first builds the parse trees for all of the observation sequences based on the acquired rules. For instance, in algebra, suppose we have acquired the pCFG shown in Table 3.1. The
associated parse tree of $-3x$ is shown at the left side of Figure 3.2. Next, for each sequence, the learner traverses the parse tree to identify the non-terminal symbol associated with the target feature extraction output, and the rule to which the non-terminal symbol belongs. In the case of our example, the non-terminal symbol is $\text{SignedNumber}$, the associated feature extraction output is $-3$, and the rule is $\text{Expression} \rightarrow 1.0, \text{SignedNumber Variable}$. For some of the sequences, the feature extraction output may not be generated by a single non-terminal symbol, which happens when the acquired pCFG does not have the right structure. For example, the parse tree shown in the right side of Figure 3.2 is an incorrect parse of $-3x$, and there is no non-terminal symbol associated with $-3$. In this case, no non-terminal symbol is associated with the target feature for the current sequence, and this sequence will not be counted towards the identification of the target feature. Last, the system records the frequency of each symbol rule pair, and picks the pair that matches the most training records as the learned feature. For instance, if most of the input records match with $\text{SignedNumber}$ in $\text{Expression} \rightarrow 1.0, \text{SignedNumber Variable}$, this symbol-rule pair will be considered as the target feature pattern.

After learning the feature, when a new problem comes, the system will first build the parse tree of the new problem based on the acquired grammar. Then, the system recognizes the subsequence associated with the feature symbol from the parse tree, and returns it as the target feature extraction output (e.g., -5 in -$5x$). This model presented so far learns to extract deep features in a mostly unsupervised way without any goals or context from SimStudent problem solving. Later, we describe how to extend its ability by integrating it into SimStudent’s supervised skill learning process.

3.1.3 Transfer Learning

In order to achieve effective learning, we further extend the representation learner to support transfer learning within the same domain and across domains. Different grammars sometimes share grammar rules for some non-terminal symbols. For example, both the grammar of equation
solving and the grammar of integer arithmetic problems should contain the sub-grammar of signed number. We extend the representation learning algorithm to transfer solutions to common sub-grammars from one task to another. Note that the tasks can be either from the same domain (e.g. learning what is an integer, and learning what is a coefficient), or from different domains (e.g. learning what is an integer, and learning what is a chemical formula). We consider two learning protocols: one in which the tutor provides hints to a shared grammar by highlighting subsequences that should be associated with one non-terminal symbol; and one in which the shared grammar is present, but no hints are provided. For transfer learning with sub-grammar hints, we apply what we will call a feature focus mechanism to the acquisition process. For transfer learning without sub-grammar hints, we extend the system to make use of grammar rule application frequencies from previous tasks to guide future learning, as explained below.

Explicitly Labeled Common Sub-grammars

We first consider the situation where SimStudent’s tutor provides a hint toward a shared sub-grammar (the deep feature). In the original learning algorithm, during the process of grammar induction, the learner acquires some grammar that generates the observation sequences, without differentiating potential feature subsequences (e.g. coefficients or constant terms) from other subsequences in the training examples. It is possible that two grammars can generate the same set of observation sequences, but only one grammar has the appropriate feature symbol embedded in it. We cannot be sure that the original learner will acquire the right one.

However, it may be reasonable to assume that a tutor explicitly highlights example subsequences as targeted features as in a teacher giving examples of coefficient by indicating that -3 is the coefficient of -3x and -4 is the coefficient of -4x. With this assumption, the representation learner can focus on creating non-terminal symbols for such feature subsequences. We develop this feature focus mechanism as follows. First, we call one copy of the original learner to acquire the subgrammar for the highlighted subsequences (i.e., the deep feature). That is, the representation learner extracts all the feature subsequences from training sequences, and then learns a sub-grammar for it. The representation learner then replaces the feature subsequence with a special semantic terminal symbol, and invokes the original learner on this problem. Since this semantic terminal symbol is viewed as a terminal character in this phase of learning, it must be properly embedded in the observation sequence. Finally, the two grammars are combined, and the semantic terminal is relabeled as a non-terminal symbol and associated with the start symbol for the grammar for the feature. Note that if we consider the acquisition of the deep feature grammar is the first subtask, and learning the whole grammar is a second task, we can view this process as a subtask transfer within the same task.

Learning and Transfer of Common Sub-grammars without Hints

Aiding transfer learning by providing hints for common sub-grammars requires extra work for the tutor. A more powerful learning strategy should be able to transfer knowledge without adding more work for the tutor. Therefore, we consider a second learning protocol, where the shared
grammar is present, but no hint to it is provided. An appropriate way of transferring previously acquired knowledge to later learning could improve the speed and accuracy of that later learning. The intuition here is that the perceptual chunks or grammar acquired with whole-number experience will aid grammar acquisition of negative numbers that, in turn, will aid algebra grammar acquisition. Our solution involves transferring the acquired grammar, including the application frequency of each grammar rule, from previous tasks to future tasks.

More specifically, during the acquisition of the grammar in previous tasks, the learner records the acquired grammar and the number of times each grammar rule appeared in a parse tree. When facing with a new task, the learning algorithm first uses the existing grammar from previous tasks to build the smallest number of most probable parse trees for the new records. This process is done in a top-down fashion. For each sequence/subsequence, the algorithm first tries to see whether the given sequence/subsequence can be reduced to a single most probable parse tree. If it succeeds, the algorithm returns. If it fails, the algorithm separates the sequence/subsequence into two subsequences, and recursively calls itself. After building the smallest number of most probable parse trees for the training subsequences, the system switches to the original GSH and acquires new rules based on the partially parsed sequences.

For example, if the representation learner has acquired what is a signed number (e.g., -3) in a previous task (as shown in red in Figure 3.4), when facing with a new task of learning what is an expression (e.g., -3x), the learner first tries to build a parse tree for the whole term (e.g., -3x). But it fails because the grammar for signed number can only build the parse trees for some subsequence (e.g., -3 in -3x). Nevertheless, the grammar learner does get some partially parsed sequences (e.g., the partial reduced sequence for -3x is SignedNumber x as shown in red in Figure 3.3), and calls the original grammar learner on these partially parsed sequences.

During the Viterbi training phase, the learning algorithm estimates rule frequency using a Dirichlet distribution based on prior tasks; that is, it adds the applied rule frequency associated with the training problems of the current task to the recorded frequency from previous tasks. Note that it is possible that after acquiring new rules with new examples, in the Viterbi training phase, the parse trees for the training examples in the previous tasks have changed, and the recorded frequencies are no longer accurate, so this is not equivalent to combining the examples from the old task with the examples of the new task. By recording only the frequencies, instead of rebuilding the parse trees for all previous training examples in each cycle, we save both space and time for learning.

3.2 Experimental Study

To evaluate the proposed representation learner, we carry out two controlled experiments. We compare four alternatives of the proposed approach: 1) without transfer learning and no feature focus; 2) without transfer learning, but with feature focus; 3) with transfer learning (from unlabeled sub-grammars), and without feature focus; 4) with transfer learning from unlabeled sub-grammars and feature focus. Learners without labeled feature have no way of knowing what
### Table 3.2: Method summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Learn signed number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Learn to find coefficient from expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Learn to find constant from equation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$ T2 $\rightarrow$ T3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Number of training conditions: 10
- Training size in all but last tasks: 10
- Training size in the last task: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
- Testing size: 100

---

the feature is; instead, we report the accuracy that would be obtained using the non-terminal symbol that mostly frequently corresponds to the feature sub-grammar in the training examples. Note that we do not compare the proposed representation learner with the inside-outside algorithm, as Li et al. have shown that the base learner (i.e. the learner with no extension) outperforms the inside-outside algorithm.\(^1\) All the experiments were run on a 2.53 GHz Core 2 Duo MacBook with 4GB of RAM.

In order to understand the generality and scalability of the proposed approach, we first design and carry out experiments in synthetic domains. The experiment results show that the learner with both transfer learning and feature focus (+Transfer +Feature Focus) has the steepest learning curve. Learners with a single extension (-Transfer +Feature Focus, and +Transfer -Feature Focus) have a slower learning curve comparing with the learner with both extensions (+Transfer +Feature Focus), but both outperform the base learner (-Transfer -Feature Focus). All learners acquire the targeted feature within a reasonable amount of time, i.e., 1 – 266 milliseconds per training record with domains of size smaller than or equals to 25. For full details, please refer to [Li et al., 2012b].

In order to understand whether the proposed algorithm is a good model of real students, we carry out a controlled simulation study in algebra. Accelerated future learning, in which learning proceeds more effectively and more rapidly because of prior learning, is an interesting measure of robust learning. Two possible causes for accelerated future learning are a better learning strategy or stronger prior knowledge. Learning with feature focus is an example of using a better learning strategy during knowledge acquisition. Transfer learning from unlabeled sub-grammars is an example of developing stronger prior knowledge from previous training to prepare for better future learning. The objective of this study is to test 1) whether the proposed model could yield accelerated future learning with stronger prior knowledge and better learning strategies, 2) if so, how prior knowledge and learning strategies affect the learning outcome. In other words, can we model how students may learn later tasks more effectively after prior unsupervised or semi-supervised experience?

\(^1\)http://rakaposhi.eas.asu.edu/nan-tist.pdf
3.2.1 Methods

In order to understand the behavior of the proposed model, we designed three curricula. Three tasks are used across the three curricula. Task one is to learn about signed numbers. Task two is to learn how to recognize a coefficient from expressions in the form of \{SignedNumber \times\}. Task three is to learn how to recognize a constant in the left-hand side from equations in the form of \{SignedNumber \times - Integer = SignedNumber\}. The three curricula contain 1) task one, task two; 2) task two, task three; 3) task one, task two, and task three.

There were also 10 training sequences to control for a difference in training problems. The training data were randomly generated following the grammar corresponding to each task. For instance, task two’s grammar is shown in Table 3.1. In all but the last task, each learner was given 10 training problems. For the last task, each learner was given training records.

To measure learning gain under each training condition both systems were tested on 100 expressions in the same form of the training data in the last task. For each testing record, we compared the feature extracted by the oracle grammars with that recognized by the acquired grammars. Note that in task two, 4% of the testing problems in task two were \(x\) and \(-x\). To assess the accuracy of the model, we asked both systems to extract the feature from each problem. We then used the oracle grammar to evaluate the correctness of output. A brief summary of the method is shown in Table 3.2.

3.2.2 Measurements

To assess the learning outcome, we measure the learning rate in the last task of each curriculum to evaluate the effectiveness of the learners. The experiment tests whether the proposed model is able to yield accelerated future learning, that is, a faster learning rate in the last task either because of transferring prior learning or because of a better learning strategy. We compare the same four learners used in the previous simulations, that is, the combinations of transfer or not and feature focus or not. To evaluate the learning rate, we report learning curves for all four learners by the number of training problems given in the last task. The accuracy of the feature extraction task is averaged over 10 training conditions.

3.2.3 Experimental Results

As shown in Figure 3.5(a), with curriculum one, all four learners acquire better knowledge with more training examples. With five training problems, either transfer or feature focus are sufficient to acquire knowledge of score 0.96, while the base learner with neither was only able to achieve a score around 0.5. None of the learners are able to learn the coefficient of \(x\) and \(-x\) are 1 and \(-1\), as it requires the feature learner to generate the number 1 in the coefficient, but 1 is not presented in \(x\) and \(-x\). This difference between problems of the form \(Ax\) and problems of the form \(-x\) turns out to be an important distinction in human learning as well, which we will show in Chapter 8.
Both learners with transfer learning (+\textit{Transfer -Feature Focus}, and +\textit{Transfer +Feature Focus}) have the steepest learning curve. In fact, they reach a score of 0.96 with only one training example. The feature focus learner (-\textit{Transfer +Feature Focus}) learns more slowly than the learners with transfer learning (+\textit{Transfer -Feature Focus}, and +\textit{Transfer +Feature Focus}), but is able to reach a score of 0.96 after five training examples. Learners that transfer prior grammar learning achieve faster future learning than those without transfer learning. The base learner (-\textit{Transfer -Feature Focus}) learns most slowly. A careful inspection shows that without feature focus and transfer learning, the base learner is not able to acquire a grammar rule with a non-terminal symbol generally corresponding with the feature “coefficient”, though it does learn to identify positive coefficients (like many novice students). This causes the failure of identifying the feature symbol. Comparing the base learner (-\textit{Transfer -Feature Focus}) and the learner with feature focus (-\textit{Transfer +Feature Focus}) we can see that a better learning strategy also yields a steeper learning curve.

Similar results are also observed with curriculum two and curriculum three. In curriculum two, one interesting point is that, in some conditions, if a transfer learner, (+\textit{Transfer -Feature Focus}) remembers the wrong knowledge acquired from task two, and transferred this knowledge to task three, the learner will perform even worse than the learner with no prior knowledge (-\textit{Transfer -Feature Focus}). This indicates that more knowledge does not necessarily lead to steeper learning curves. Transferring incorrect knowledge leads to less learning.

In all three curricula, the transfer learner (+\textit{Transfer -Feature Focus}) always outperforms the learner with the semantic non-terminal constraint (-\textit{Transfer +Feature Focus}). This suggests that prior knowledge is more effective in accelerating future learning than this learning strategy.
3.3 Discussion

The main contribution of this work is to propose a computational model of representation learning. In this chapter, we choose pCFG as the form of representation, as it is expressive enough in representing the perceptual information in the domains of interest, while being tractable in learning. Previous approaches such as discrimination networks [Chase and Simon, 1973, Richman et al., 1995, Gobet and Simon, 2000] and connectionist models (e.g., Anderson 1983) can also be adopted and used in this task. Since SimStudent adopts perceptual encodings that are similar to parse trees, incorporating methods for learning grammars that generate these parses is more natural and consistent than going with discrimination nets or connectionist schemes.

We exploit the connection between representation learning and grammar induction by extending an existing pCFG algorithm [Li et al., 2009] to support feature learning and transfer. It shares some ideas from previous work on grammar induction (e.g., [Wolff, 1982, Langley and Stromsten, 2000, Stolcke, 1994, Vanlehn, 1987]), which searches for the target grammar by adding or merging non-terminal symbols\(^2\). In short, most of the above approaches focus on the grammar induction task, rather than applying the techniques to feature learning as we do here.

For example, Stolcke’s [1994] system learns both the grammatical structure and the rule probabilities as our representation learner does. Instead of directly greedily creating an initial grammar by creating nonterminal symbols for frequently appeared pairs, Stolcke’s algorithm starts with an initial set of degenerate rules, and then greedily uses merging and chunking operators to improve the initial rules. It is similar to our approach in that it also uses the Viterbi process to estimate probabilities associated with each rules, and is also able to acquire recursive grammar rules as our algorithm does. To the best of our knowledge, Stolcke’s approach does not support feature learning or transfer learning.

Previous work in cognitive science has shown that “chunking” is an important component of human knowledge acquisition. Theories of the chunking mechanisms [Chase and Simon, 1973, Richman et al., 1995, Gobet and Simon, 2000] have been constructed. EPAM [Chase and Simon, 1973] is one of the first chunking theories proposed to explain key phenomena of expertise in chess. Learning occurs through the incremental growth of a discrimination network, where each node in the network is a chunk. It has been shown that chunks can be used to suggest plans, moves and so on. A later version of EPAM, EPAM-IV [Richman et al., 1995], extends the basic chunking mechanism to support a retrieval structure that enables domain-specific material to be rapidly indexed. In these theories, chunks usually refer to perceptual chunks. In addition, CHREST [Gobet and Simon, 2000] proposes a template theory, where the discrimination network contains both perceptual chunks and action chunks. A more detailed review of these work can be found in [Gobet, 2005]. Our work is similar to these works as we are also modeling the learning of perceptual chunks, a kind of representation learning, but differs from these theories since none of the above theories uses pCFG learning to model the acquisition of perceptual chunks.

In summary, we present a computational model of representation learning that yields accelerated learning.

\(^2\) Roark and Bacchiani [2003], Hwa [1999], and others have also explored transfer learning for pCFG.
future learning. We provide an empirical evaluation of our computational model, and compare four alternative versions of the proposed model. Results show how both stronger prior knowledge and a better learning strategy can yield accelerated future learning, and indicate that stronger prior knowledge produces faster learning outcomes compared with a better learning strategy.
Chapter 4

Learning for Operator Functions

Given the promising results shown above, we believe the proposed representation learner is effective in acquiring representation knowledge, and is a good model of real students. To evaluate how the deep feature representation learner could affect the problem-solving learning of an intelligent agent, in this chapter, we present how to integrate the representation learning module into SimStudent to remove the need of domain-specific feature extraction operator functions. As shown in Figure 4.1, we extend the original perceptual representation hierarchy with the hierarchical representations of the problems acquired by the representation learner, and integrate it into the operator function sequence learner. The feature extraction operator functions can then be removed from the prior knowledge, as they can now be automatically acquired by the operator function sequence learner from the extended perceptual representation hierarchy.

4.1 Integrating Representation Learning into Skill Learning

As we have mentioned above, SimStudent is able to acquire production rules in solving complicated problems, but requires a set of operator functions given as prior knowledge. Some of the operator functions are domain-specific and require expert knowledge to build. In contrast, the representation learner acquires deep features that are essential for effective learning without requiring prior knowledge engineering. In order to both reduce the amount of prior knowledge engineering needed for SimStudent and to build a better model of real students, we present a novel approach that integrates representation learning into SimStudent.

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between a production rule acquired by the original SimStudent and the corresponding production rule acquired by the extended SimStudent. As we can see, the coefficient of the left-hand side (i.e., -3) is included in the perceptual information part in the extended production rule. Therefore, the operator function sequence no longer needs the domain-specific operator, “get-coefficient”. To achieve this, we extend the representation learning algorithm as described below.

Previously, the perceptual information encoded in production rules was associated with elements
in the graphical user interface (GUI) such as text field cells in the algebra equation solving interface. This assumption limited the granularity of observation SimStudent could achieve. In fact, the deep features we have discussed previously are perceptual information obtained at a fine-grained level. Representing these deep perceptual features may enhance the performance of the learning agent, and may eliminate or reduce the need for authors/developers to manually encode domain-specific operator functions to extract appropriate information from appropriate parts of the perceptual input.

Figure 4.1 shows a high-level diagram that illustrates how the extended percept hierarchy is used by the learning components. We first extend the perceptual representation hierarchy by the representation acquired by the representation learner, and then send the extended hierarchy to the how learner. The how learner finds an operator function sequence with the extended hierarchy, and selects a subset of the elements in the extended hierarchy. The where and when learners then carry out their learning processes with this selected set of useful information.

### 4.1.1 Extending the Perceptual Representation

More specifically, to improve perceptual representation, we first extend the percept hierarchy of GUI elements to further include the most probable parse tree for the content in the leaf nodes (e.g., text fields) by appending the parse trees as an extension of the GUI path leading to the
• Original:
  - Skill divide (e.g. -3x = 6)
  - Perceptual information:
    • Left side (-3x)
    • Right side (6)
  - Precondition:
    • Left side (-3x) does not have constant term
  - Operator function sequence:
    • Get coefficient (-3) of left side (-3x)
    • Divide both sides with the coefficient (-3)

• Extended:
  - Skill divide (e.g. -3x = 6)
  - Perceptual information:
    • Left side (-3, -3x)
    • Right side (6)
  - Precondition:
    • Left side (-3x) does not have constant term
  - Operator function sequence:
    • Get coefficient (-3) of left side (-3x)
    • Divide both sides with the coefficient (-3)

Figure 4.2: Original and extended production rules for divide in a readable format. Grammar learning allows extraction of information in where-part of the production rule and eliminated the need for domain-specific function authoring (get-coefficient) for use in the how-part.

associated leaf nodes. All of the inserted nodes are of type “subcell”. In the algebra example, this extension means that for cells that represent expressions corresponding to the sides of the equation, the extended SimStudent appends the parse trees for these expressions to the cell nodes. Let’s use -3x as an example. In this case, as presented in Figure 4.3, the extended hierarchy includes the parse tree for -3x as shown at the left side of Figure 3.2 as a subtree connecting to the cell node associated with -3x. With this extension, the coefficient (-3) of -3x is now explicitly represented in the percept hierarchy. If the extended SimStudent includes this subcell as a percept in production rules, as shown at the right side of Figure 4.2, the new production rule does not need the first domain-specific operator function “coefficient”.

4.1.2 Extending the Perceptual Learner

However, extending the percept hierarchy presents challenges to the original perceptual learner. First of all, since the extended subcells are not associated with GUI elements, we can no longer depend on the tutor to specify relevant perceptual input for SimStudent, nor can we simply specify all of the subcells in the parse trees as relevant perceptual information; otherwise, the acquired production rules would include redundant information that would hurt the generalization capability of the perceptual learner. For example, consider problems -3x=6 and 4x=8. Although both examples could be explained by dividing both sides with the coefficient, since -3x has eight nodes in its parse tree, while 4x has five nodes, the original perceptual learner will not be able to find one set of generalized paths that explain both training examples. Moreover, not all of the subcells are relevant percepts in solving the problem. Including unnecessary perceptual information into production rules could easily lead to computational issues. Second, since the size
of the parse tree for an input depends on the input length, the assumption of fixed percept size made by the “where” learner no longer holds. In addition, how the inserted percepts should be ordered is not immediately clear. To address these challenges, we extend the original perceptual learner to support acquisition of perceptual information with redundant and variable-length percept lists.

To do this, SimStudent first includes all of the inserted subcells as candidate percepts, and calls the operator function sequence learner to find an operator function sequence that explains all of the training examples. In our example, the operator function sequence for \((\text{divide} \ -3)\) would only contain one operator function “divide”, since \(-3\) is already included in the candidate percept list. The perceptual learner then removes all of the subcells that are not used by the operator function sequence from the candidate percept list. Hence, subcells such as \(-, 3\) and \(x\) would not be included in the percept list any more. Since all of the training example action records share the same operator function sequence, the number of percepts remaining for each example action record should be the same. Next, the percept learner arranges the remaining subcell percepts based on their order of being used by the operator function sequences. After this process, the percept learner now has a set of percept lists that contains a fixed number of percepts ordered in the same fashion. We can then switch to the original percept learner to find the least general paths for the updated percept lists. In our example for skill “divide”, as shown at the right side of Figure 4.2, the perceptual information part of the production rule would contain three elements, the left-hand side and right-hand side cells which are the same as the original rule, and a coefficient subcell which corresponds to the left child of the variable term. Note that since we removed the redundant subcells, the acquired production rule now works with both \(-3x=6\) and \(4x=8\).
Here are a few more examples to demonstrate how the extended perceptual learner enables the removal of domain-specific operator functions, while maintaining efficient skill knowledge acquisition. Figure 4.4 shows the parse trees of example input strings acquired by the representation learner. The deep features are associated with nonterminal symbols in the parse trees.

In fraction addition, one of the important operator functions in this domain is getting the denominator of the addend (i.e., \((\text{get-denominator} \ ?\text{val})\)). Figure 4.4(a) shows an example parse tree for \(\frac{3}{5}\). The extended SimStudent can directly get the denominator 5 from the non-terminal symbol \(\text{Number}\) in rule \(\text{M0} \rightarrow 1.0, \divsign, \text{Number}\). Then, the operator function \((\text{get-denominator} \ ?\text{val})\) is replaced by a more general operator function \((\text{copy-string} \ ?\text{val})\).

Another important domain-specific operator function in equation solving is getting the coefficient of some expression (i.e., \((\text{get-coefficient} \ ?\text{val})\)). With the representation learner, the coefficient of an expression can be extracted by directly taking the signed number (i.e., \(\text{SignedNumber}\)) in rule \(\text{Expression} \rightarrow 1.0, \text{SignedNumber}, \text{Variable}\). Again, the domain-specific operator function \((\text{get-coefficient} \ ?\text{val})\) is replaced by the domain-general operator function \((\text{copy-string} ?\text{val})\).

In stoichiometry, \((\text{molecular-ratio} ?\text{val0} ?\text{val1})\) is a domain-specific operator function. Instead of programming this operator function, after integrated with representation learning, the output can now be generated by taking the “\(\text{Number}\)” in grammar rule \(\text{E0} \rightarrow 0.5 \text{Element}, \text{Number}\), and then concatenating with the unit \(\text{mol}\) and the individual substance “\(\text{Element}\)”. Thus, the original operator function \((\text{molecular-ratio} ?\text{val0} ?\text{val1})\) is replaced by the domain-general operator function concatenation (i.e., \((\text{concat} ?\text{val2} ?\text{val3})\)).

As we can see from the above examples, without representation learning, SimStudent needs three different operator functions across three domains. After integrated with representation learning, these three seemingly distinctive operator functions can all be removed, and replaced by domain-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Name</th>
<th># of Training Problems</th>
<th># of Testing Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fraction Addition</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equation Solving</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoichiometry</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Number of training problems and testing problems presented to SimStudent.

general operator functions, \((\text{copy-string } \text{?val})\) and \((\text{concat } \text{?val0 } \text{?val1})\). It is not hard to see that the amount of knowledge engineering effort in developing the three original operator functions is larger than that of implementing copying and concatenating strings.

4.3 Experimental Study

To further quantitatively evaluate the amount of required prior knowledge encoding and the learning effectiveness of SimStudent, we carry out a controlled simulation study in three domains: fraction addition, equation solving, and stoichiometry. The objective of this experiment is to test whether the extended SimStudent can achieve comparable or better learning effectiveness than the original SimStudent, but with much smaller knowledge engineering effort.

4.3.1 Methods

We compare three versions of SimStudent: two original SimStudents without representation learning, and one extended SimStudent with representation learning. One of the original SimStudents is given both domain-general and domain-specific operator functions \((O+\text{Strong Ops})\). The other is given only domain-general operator functions \((O+\text{Weak Ops})\). The extended SimStudent is also only given domain-general operator functions \((E+\text{Weak Ops})\).

In each domain, the three SimStudents are trained on 12 problem sequences over the same set of problems in different orders. Both training and testing problems are gathered from classroom studies on human students. SimStudent is tutored by automatic tutors that are similar to those used by human students. The number of training and testing problems is listed in Table 4.1.

Fraction Addition: In the fraction addition domain, SimStudent was given a series of fraction addition problems of the form

\[
\frac{\text{numerator}_1}{\text{denominator}_1} + \frac{\text{numerator}_2}{\text{denominator}_2}
\]

All numerators and denominators are positive integers. The problems are of three types in the order of increasing difficulty: 1) easy problems, where the two addends share the same denominators (i.e., \(\text{denominator}_1 = \text{denominator}_2\), e.g., \(1/4 + 3/4\)), 2) normal problems, where one denominator is a multiple of the other denominator (i.e., \(\text{GCD}(\text{denominator}_1, \text{denominator}_2) =\)
denominator\textsubscript{1} or denominator\textsubscript{2}, e.g., 1/2 + 3/4), 3) hard problems, where no denominator is a multiple of the other denominator (e.g., 1/3 + 3/4). In this case, students need to find the common denominator (e.g. 12 for 1/3 + 3/4) by themselves. Both the training and testing problems were selected from a classroom study of 80 human students using an automatic fraction addition tutor. The number of training problems is 20, and the number of testing problems is 6.

**Equation Solving:** The second domain in which we tested SimStudent is equation solving. Equation solving is a more challenging domain since it requires more complicated prior knowledge to solve the problem. For example, it is hard for human students to learn what is a coefficient, and what is a constant. Also, adding two terms together is more complicated than adding two numbers.

In this experiment, we evaluated SimStudent based on a dataset of 71 human students in a classroom study using an automatic tutor, CTAT [Aleven et al., 2009]. The problems are also in three types: 1) problems of the form $S_1 + S_2 V = S_3$, 2), $V/S_1 = S_2$, 3) $S_1/V = S_2$, where $S_1$ and $S_2$ are signed numbers, and $V$ is a variable. Note that the terms in the above problem forms can appear in any order, and surrounded with parenthesis. There were 12 training problems, and 11 testing problems in the experiment.

**Stoichiometry:** Finally, we evaluated SimStudent in a chemistry domain, stoichiometry. Stoichiometry is a branch of chemistry that deals with the relative quantities of reactants and products in chemical reactions. We selected stoichiometry because it is different from equation solving and fraction addition in nature. In the stoichiometry domain, SimStudent was asked to solve problems such as “How many moles of atomic oxygen (O) are in 250 grams of P\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{10}? (Hint: the molecular weight of P\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{10} is 283.88 g P\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{10} / mol P\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{10}.”) 8 training problems and 3 testing problems were selected from a classroom study of 81 human students using an automatic stoichiometry tutor [Mclaren et al., 2008].

To solve the problems, SimStudent needs to acquire three types of skills: 1) unit conversion (e.g. 0.6 kg H\textsubscript{2}O = 600 g H\textsubscript{2}O), 2) molecular weight (e.g. There are 2 moles of P\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{10} in 283.88 × 2 g P\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{10}), 3) composition stoichiometry (e.g. There are 10 moles of O in each mole of P\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{10}). The problems are of three types ordered in increasing difficulty, where each later type adds one more skill comparing with its former type.

To generate different curricula given to SimStudent, for each domain, we first group the problems of the same type together. Since there are three types of problems, we have three groups in each domain: group -1, group - 2, and group - 3. Then, there are six different orders of these three groups. For each order (e.g. [group - 1, group - 2, group - 3]), we generate one blocked-ordering curriculum by repeating the same problems in each group right after that group’s training was done (e.g., [group - 1, group - 1, group - 2, group - 2, group - 3, group - 3]). To generate the interleaved-ordering curriculum, the same problems will be repeated once the whole set of problems were done (e.g, [group - 1, group - 2, group - 3, group - 1, group - 2, group - 3]).

After this manipulation, we end up having 12 curricula of different orders for each domain as shown in Table 4.2. Six of them are blocked-ordering curricula, whereas the other six were
interleaved-ordering curricula. SimStudent was trained and tested on all these curricula. The results are the average over all curricula.

### 4.3.2 Measurements

We evaluate the performance of SimStudent with two measurements. We use the number of domain-specific and domain-general operator functions used in three domains to measure the amount of prior knowledge engineering needed. In addition, we count the number of lines of Java code developed for each operator functions, and use this as a secondary measurement to assess the amount of knowledge engineering. To assess learning effectiveness, we define a step score for each step in the testing problem. Among all next steps proposed by SimStudent, we count the number of next steps that are correct, and compute the step score as the number of correct next steps proposed divided by the total number of correct steps plus the number of incorrect next steps proposed. This measurement evaluates the quality of production rules in terms of both precision and recall. For example, if there were four possible correct next steps, and SimStudent proposed three, of which two were correct, and one was incorrect, then only two correct next steps were covered, and thus the step score is \( \frac{2}{4+1} = 0.4 \). We report the average step score over all testing problem steps for each curriculum.

### 4.3.3 Experimental Results

Not surprisingly, only the original SimStudent given the strong set of operator functions (O\(^{+}\)Strong Ops) uses domain-specific operator functions. As shown in Figure 4.5, across three domains, it requires at least as many operator functions as the extended SimStudent without domain-specific operator functions (E\(^{-}\)Weak Ops). Moreover, since domain-specific operator functions are not reusable across domains, the original SimStudent with domain-specific operator functions (O\(^{+}\)Strong Ops) requires nearly twice as many operator functions (31 vs. 17) as that of the extended SimStudent (E\(^{-}\)Weak Ops) needed.

As presented in Figure 4.6, since the domain-specific operator functions often require more knowledge engineering effort, not surprisingly, in all three domains, the original SimStudent given domain-specific operator functions (O\(^{+}\)Strong Ops) requires more than twice as much
Figure 4.5: Number of domain-specific and domain-general operator functions used in acquired production rules, a) fraction addition, b) equation solving, c) stoichiometry, d) across three domains.

coding compared to the extended SimStudent given only domain-general operator functions ($E+Weak\ Ops$). The total number of lines of code required for the operator functions used by the extended SimStudent ($E+Weak\ Ops$) is 645, whereas the total number of lines of code programmed for the original SimStudent ($O+Strong\ Ops$) is 6789, which is more than ten times the size of the code needed by the extended SimStudent. In the equation solving domain, the original SimStudent ($O+Strong\ Ops$) needed 4548 lines of code, whereas the extended SimStudent ($E+Weak\ Ops$) only needs 555 lines of code. The original SimStudent with only domain-general operator functions ($O+Weak\ Ops$) needs more knowledge engineering than the extended SimStudent ($E+Weak\ Ops$) in equation solving, but requires less knowledge engineering in the other two domains. However, as we will see later, it performs much worse than the extended SimStudents ($E+Weak\ Ops$).
Learning curves of the three SimStudents are presented in Figure 4.7. Across three domains, without domain-specific prior knowledge, the original SimStudent (O+Weak Ops) is not able to achieve a step score more than 0.3. Given domain-specific operator functions, the original SimStudent (O+Strong Ops) is able to perform reasonably well. It obtains a step score around 0.85 in equation solving. However, its performance is still not as good as the extended SimStudent. Given all training problems, the extended SimStudent (E+Weak Ops) performs slightly better than the original SimStudent with domain-specific prior knowledge in equation solving. It (E+Weak Ops) achieves significantly (p < 0.0001) better step scores than the original SimStudent given domain-specific operator functions (O+Strong Ops) in two other domains. Hence, we conclude that the extended SimStudent acquires skill knowledge, which is as or more effective than the original SimStudent, while requiring less prior knowledge engineering.

4.4 Discussion

The main objective of this work is to reduce the amount of knowledge engineering effort needed in building an intelligent learning agent by integrating representation learning into skill learning. There has been considerable research on learning within agent architectures. Soar [Laird et al., 1986] uses a chunking mechanism to acquire knowledge that constrains problem-space search. Another architecture ACT-R [Anderson, 1993] creates new production rules through a compilation process that gradually transforms declarative representations into skill knowledge [Taatgen and Lee, 2003]. Anderson and Thompson [Anderson and Thompson, 1989] developed an analogical problem solving mechanism, and integrated it into an earlier version of ACT-R to assist skill learning. I CARUS [Langley and Choi, 2006] acquires complex hierarchical skills in the context of problem solving. Unlike those theories, SimStudent puts more emphasis on knowledge-level learning (cf., [Dietterich, 1986]) achieved through induction from positive and negative exam-
Figure 4.7: Learning curves of three SimStudents in three domains, a) fraction addition, b) equation solving, c) stoichiometry.

It integrates ideas of theories of perceptual chunking [Richman et al., 1995] as a basis for improving knowledge representations that, in turn, facilitate better learning of problem solving skills.

Another closely related research area is learning procedural knowledge by observing others’ behavior. Classical approaches include explanation-based learning [Segre, 1987, Mooney, 1990], learning apprentices [Mitchell et al., 1985] and programming by demonstration [Cypher et al., 1993, Lau and Weld, 1998]. Most of these approaches used analytic methods to acquire candidate procedures.

For instance, Neves [1985] reported a program that learns production rules from worked-out solutions and by working problems, but not from problem solving experience. Similar to SimStudent’s skill learning mechanisms, the algorithm used analytical approaches. The authors demonstrated the algorithm in algebra, but did not show results across domains as we do. In addition, Neve’s [1985] system assumes the representation of the problem is given, whereas our approach automatically acquires such representation.

Other work on transfer (e.g., [Raina et al., 2006, Niculescu-Mizil and Caruana, 2007, Torrey et al., 2007, Richardson and Domingos, 2006]) also share some resemblance with our work. They focus on improving the performance of learning by transferring previously acquired knowledge from another domain of interest. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the above approaches uses the transfer learner to acquire a better representation that reveals essential percept features, and to integrate it into an intelligent agent.

To sum up, we propose a novel approach that integrates representation learning into an intelligent agent, SimStudent, as an extension of the perception module. We show that after the integration, the extended SimStudent is able to achieve better or comparable performance without requiring any domain-specific operator function as input.

Other research in cognitive science also attempts to use probabilistic approaches to model the process of human learning. Kemp and Xu [Kemp and Xu, 2008] applied a probabilistic model to capture principles of infant object perception. Kemp and Tenenbaum [Kemp and Tenenbaum,
2008] used a hierarchical generative model to show the acquisition process of domain-specific structural constraints. But again, neither of the above approaches tend to use the probabilistic model as a representation acquisition component in a learning agent. Additionally, research on deep architectures [Bengio, 2009] shares a clear resemblance with our work and has been receiving increasing attention recently. Theoretical results suggest that in order to learn complicated functions such as AI-level tasks, deep architectures that are composed of multiple levels of non-linear operation are needed. Although not having been studied much in the machine learning literature due to the difficulty in optimization, there are some notable exceptions in the area including convolutional neural networks [LeCun et al., 1989, Lecun et al., 1998, Simard et al., 2003, Ranzato et al., 2007], sigmoidal belief networks learned using variational approximations [Dayan et al., 1995, Hinton et al., 1995, Saul et al., 1996, Titov and Henderson, 2007], and deep belief networks [Hinton, 2007, Bengio et al., 2010]. While both the work in deep architectures and our work are interested in modeling complicated functions through non-linear features, the tasks we work on are different. Deep architectures are used more often in classification tasks whereas our work focuses on simulating human problem solving and learning of math and science.

Ohlsson’s [2008] reviews how different learning models are employed during different learning phases in intelligent systems. Our work on integrating representation learning and skill learning also reflects how one learning mechanism is able to aid other learning processes in an intelligent system.
Chapter 5

Learning Perceptual Hierarchies

With the above extension, we have shown that we are able to reduce the amount of knowledge engineering effort in encoding domain-specific operator functions. In this chapter, we shift our focus on reducing the knowledge engineering effort in constructing the perceptual hierarchy. As mentioned before, in order to identify useful information from the interface, SimStudent’s perceptual learner needs to be given a perceptual hierarchy that helps it to understand of the way the interface is organized. This is a similar problem people face daily. Every day, people view and understand many novel two-dimensional (2-D) displays such as tables on webpages and software user interfaces. How do humans learn to process such displays?

As an example, Figure 2.1 shows a screenshot of one interface to an intelligent tutoring system that is used to teach students how to solve algebraic equations. The interface should be viewed as a table of three columns, where the first two columns of each row contain the left-hand side and right-hand side of the equation, and the third column names the skill applied. In tutoring, students enter data row by row, a strategy that requires a correct intuitive understanding of how the interface is organized. More complicated displays may contain multiple tables, and require information sharing and coordination to fully understand the whole display.

Incorrect representation of the interface may lead to inappropriate generalization of the acquired skill knowledge, such as generalizing the skill for adding two numerators to adding two denominators in fraction addition. A good representation of the display on which future learning is based is essential in achieving effective learning. How such representation is acquired remains unknown. Past instances of SimStudent have used a hand-coded hierarchical representation of the interface, which is both time-consuming, and less psychologically plausible. Here we consider replacing that hand-coded element with a learned representation. As shown in Figure 5.1, the representation learning mechanism to be described in this chapter learns more of the perceptual representation hierarchy that needed to be manually constructed originally. In particular, while the primary work involved parsing linear (1-D) string within GUI elements (like a text field), this chapter describes learning the parse structure over GUI chunks. Then, the acquired hierarchy assists the perceptual learner to identify useful information in it based on previous problem solving experience as well as demonstrations.
5.1 Learning to Perceive Two-Dimensional Displays

More generally, we consider using a two-dimensional variant of a probabilistic context-free grammar (pCFG) to model how a user perceives the structure of a user interface, and propose a novel 2-D pCFG learning algorithm to model acquisition of this representation. Our learning method exploits both the spatial layout of the interface, and temporal information about when users interact with the interface. The alphabet of the grammar is a vocabulary of symbols representing primitive interface-element types. For example, in Figure 2.1, the type of the cells in the first two columns is Expression, and the type of the last cell in each column is Skill. (In SimStudent, these primitive types can be learned from prior experience.) We extend the ordinary one-dimensional (1-D) pCFG learner [Li et al., 2010] as described in Chapter 3 to acquire two-dimensional grammar rules, using a two-dimensional probabilistic version of the Viterbi training algorithm to learn parameter weights and a structure hypothesizer that uses spatial and temporal information to propose grammar rules.

We then integrate this two-dimensional representation learner into SimStudent. Previously, we had to manually encode such representation, which is both time consuming and error prone. We now extend SimStudent by replacing the hand-coded display representation with the statistically learned display representation. We demonstrate the proposed algorithm in tutoring systems, and for simplicity will refer to terminal symbols in the grammar as interface element, but we em-
phasize that the proposed algorithm should work for two-dimensional displays of other types as well. We evaluate the proposed algorithms in both synthetic domains and real world domains, with and without integration into SimStudent. Experimental results show that the proposed learning algorithm is effective in acquiring user interface layouts. The SimStudent with the proposed representation learner acquired domain knowledge at similar rates to a system with hand-coded knowledge. The main contribution of this work is to use probabilistic grammar induction to model learning to perceive two-dimensional visual displays.

5.1.1 Problem Definition

To learn the representation of a 2-D display, we first need to formally define the input and output of the problem.

**Input:** The input to the algorithm is a set of records, \( \mathcal{R} = \{ R_1, R_2, ..., R_n \} \), associated with examples shown on the display observed by people. Figure 2.1 shows one problem example in this algebra tutor interface. Each record, \( R_i \) \( (i = 1, 2, ..., n) \), records how and when the elements in the display are filled out by users. Thus, \( R_i \) is a sequence of tuples, \( \langle T_{i1}, T_{i2}, ..., T_{im} \rangle \), where each tuple, \( T_{ik} \) \( (k = 1, 2, ..., m) \), is associated with one display element that is used in solving the problem. The tuples in a record are ordered by time. For example, to solve the problem, \(-3x+2 = 8\), shown in Figure 2.1, the cells in the first three rows (except for the last cell of the third row) are used. We do not assume that meta-elements such as columns and rows are given, but we will assume that each display element occupies a rectangular region, and that we can detect when regions are adjacent. In this case, \( R_i \) will contain 12 tuples, \( \langle T_{i1}, T_{i2}, ..., T_{i12} \rangle \), that correspond to the eight cells, \( \text{Cell 11, Cell 12, Cell 13, Cell 21, Cell 22, Cell 23, Cell 31, and Cell 32} \), and the four buttons, \( \text{done, help, <<, and >>} \).

Each tuple consists of seven items,

\[
T_{ik} = \langle \text{type}, x_{\text{left}}, x_{\text{right}}, y_{\text{up}}, y_{\text{bottom}}, \text{timestamp}_{\text{start}}, \text{timestamp}_{\text{end}} \rangle
\]

where \( \text{type} \) is the type of the input to the display element, \( x_{\text{left}}, x_{\text{right}}, y_{\text{up}}, \) and \( y_{\text{bottom}} \) define the \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates of the space the element ranges over, and \( \text{timestamp}_{\text{start}} \) and \( \text{timestamp}_{\text{end}} \) are the start and ending time when the display element is filled out by the user. For example, given the problem \(-3x+2 = 8\), the tuple associated with \( \text{Cell 11} \) is \( T_{i1} = \langle \text{Expression, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0} \rangle \). The timestamp of \( \text{Cell 11} \) is 0, since both \( \text{Cell 11} \) and \( \text{Cell 21} \) were entered first by the tutor as the given problem. As mentioned above, we have developed a 1-D pCFG learner that acquires parse structures of 1-D strings. The type of the input is the non-terminal symbol associated with the parse tree of the content. Hence, the type of \(-3x+2\) is \( \text{Expression} \).

**Output:** Given the input, the objective of the grammar learner is to acquire a 2-D pCFG, \( \mathcal{G} \), that best captures the structural layout given the training records, that is,

\[
\arg \max_{\mathcal{G}} \quad p(\mathcal{R} | \mathcal{G})
\]
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Table 5.1: Part of the two-dimensional probabilistic context free grammar for the equation solving interface

Terminal symbols: Expression, Skill;
Non-terminal symbols: Table, Row, Equation, Exp, Ski

Table → 0.7, [v] Table Row
Table → 0.3, [d] Row
Row → 1.0, [h] Equation Ski
Equation → 1.0, [h] Exp Exp
Exp → 1.0, [d] Expression
Ski → 0.5, [d] Skill

under the constraint that all records share the same parse structure (i.e., layout). We will explain this in more detail in the algorithm description section.

The output of the layout learner is a two-dimensional variant of pCFG [Chou, 1989], which we define below. When used to parse a display, this grammar will generate a tree-like hierarchical grouping of the display elements.

Two-Dimensional pCFG: 2-D pCFG is an extended version of 1-D pCFG. Each 2-D pCFG, \( G \), is defined by a four-tuple, \( \langle \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{R}ules, S \rangle \). \( \mathcal{V} \) is a finite set of non-terminal symbols that can be further decomposed to other non-terminal or terminal symbols. \( \mathcal{E} \) is a finite set of terminal symbols, that makes up the actual content of the “2-D sentence”. In our algebra example, the terminal symbols of the visual display are the input types associated with the display elements (e.g., Expression, Skill). \( \mathcal{R}ules \) is a finite set of 2-D grammar rules. \( S \) is the start symbol.

Each 2-D grammar rule is of the form

\[ V \rightarrow p, [direction] \gamma_1 \gamma_2 ... \gamma_n \]

where \( V \in \mathcal{V} \), \( p \) is the probability of the grammar rule used in derivations\(^1\), and \( \gamma_1, \gamma_2, ... \gamma_n \) is either a sequence of terminal symbols or a sequence of non-terminal symbols. Without loss of generality, in this case, we only consider grammar rules that have one or two symbols at the right side of the arrow.

\( direction \) is a new field added for the 2-D grammar. It specifies the spatial relation among its children. The value of the direction field can be \( d, h, \) or \( v \). \( d \) is the default value set for grammar rules that have only one child, in which case there is no direction among the children. \( h \) (\( v \)) means the children generated by the grammar rule should be placed horizontally (vertically) with respect to each other. An example of a two-dimensional pCFG of the equation solving interface is shown in Table 5.1\(^2\). The corresponding layout is presented in Figure 5.2. The rows in the table are placed vertically with respect to other rows. Thus, the direction field in the

\(^1\)The sum of the probabilities associated with rules that share the same head, \( V \), equals to 1.
\(^2\)The non-terminal symbols are replaced with meaningful names here. The symbols in the learned grammars are synthetic-generated symbols.
Figure 5.2: An example layout of the interface where SimStudent is being tutored in an equation solving domain.

Grammar rule “Table → 0.7, [v] Table Row” is set to be v. On the other hand, the equation should be placed horizontally with the skill cell in the third column, so the direction field of “Row → 1.0, [h] Equation Ski” is h. These three direction values form the original direction value set.

Since the interface elements may not form a rectangle sometimes (e.g., the table and the buttons in the equation solving interface), we further extend the direction field to have two additional values pv and “ph”. pv (ph) means that the children of the grammar rule should be placed vertically (horizontally) with respect to each other, but the parts in the interface associated with these children do not have to form a rectangle. As shown in Figure 5.2, the table in the left side and the buttons in the right side can be placed horizontally, but do not form a rectangle. In this case, the grammar rule should use ph instead of h as the directional field value. These direction values are less preferred than the original values. Grammar rules that have such direction values will only be added if no more rules with directions d, h, or v can be found.

Layout: Given the 2-D pCFG, the final output of the display representation is a hierarchical grouping of the display elements, which we will call a layout, L. Figure 5.2 shows an example layout of the equation solving interface. The left side of the interface contains a row-ordered table, where each row is further divided into an equation and a skill. The right side of the interface contains a list of buttons that can be pressed by students to ask for help or to indicate when he/she considers the problem is solved.
Algorithm 5.1: 2D-Layout-Learner constructs a set of grammar rules, $\mathcal{R}$ules, from the training records, $\mathcal{R}$, and a set of terminal symbols $\mathcal{E}$.

Input: Record Set $\mathcal{R}$, Terminal Symbol Set $\mathcal{E}$

1. $\mathcal{R}$ules $:= \phi$;
2. while not-all-records-have-one-layout($\mathcal{R}$, $\mathcal{R}$ules) do
   3. $\mathcal{R}$ules $:= \text{GSH}($$\mathcal{R}$, $\mathcal{E}$, $\mathcal{R}$ules$)$;
   4. $\mathcal{R}$ules $:= \text{Viterbi-training}($$\mathcal{R}$, $\mathcal{R}$ules$)$;
5. end
6. return $\mathcal{R}$ules

5.1.2 Learning Mechanism

Now that we have formally defined the learning task, we are ready to describe the 2-D display layout learner. In Chapter 3, we have described a 1-D representation learner [Li et al., 2010], and have shown that the 1-D representation learner acquires knowledge more effectively and runs faster than the inside-outside algorithm [Lari and Young, 1990]3. Hence, we further extend the one-dimensional grammar learner to acquire a 2-D pCFG from two-dimensional training records.

Algorithm 5.1 shows the pseudo code of the 2-D display layout learner. The learning algorithm iterates between a greedy structure hypothesizer (GSH) and a Viterbi training phase. The GSH tries to construct non-terminal symbols as well as grammar rules that could parse all input records, $\mathcal{R}$. The set of constructed rules are then set as the start point for the Viterbi training algorithm. Next, the Viterbi training algorithm iteratively re-estimates the probabilities associated with all grammar rules until convergence. If the grammar rules are not sufficient in generating a layout in the Viterbi training algorithm, GSH is called again to add more grammar rules. This process continues until at least one layout can be found.

Since an appropriate way of transferring previously acquired knowledge to later learning process could potentially improve the learning speed, we further designed a learning mechanism that transfers the acquired grammar with the application frequency of each rule from previous tasks to future tasks. To keep the content clear and simple, we will not present the detail of this extension in this thesis.

Viterbi Training

Given a set of grammar rules from the GSH step, the Viterbi training algorithm tunes the probabilities on the grammar set, and removes unused rules.4 We consider an iterative process. There are two steps in each iteration.

---

3rakaposhi.eas.asu.edu/nan-tist.pdf.
4More detailed discussion on why a Viterbi training algorithm instead of the standard CKY is used can be found in [Li et al., 2011b], which is mainly because of overfitting.
One key difference between learning the parse trees of 1-D strings and learning the GUI element layout is that the parse trees for different input contents are different (e.g., -3x vs. 5x+6), whereas the GUI elements should always be organized in the same way even if the input contents in the GUI elements have changed from problem to problem. For instance, students will always perceive the equation solving interface as multiple rows, where each row consists of an equation along with a skill operation, no matter which problem they are given. Therefore, instead of finding a grammar that parses the interface given specific input, the learning algorithm should acquire one layout for the interface across different problems. This effectively adds a constraint on the learning algorithm.

In the first step, the algorithm computes the most probable parse trees, $T$, for all training records using the current rules, under the constraint that the parse structure among these trees should be the same, that is,

$$
T = \arg \max_T p(T | R, G, S)
$$

$$
= \bigcup_{i=1,2,\ldots,n} \arg \max_{T_i} p(T_i | R_i, G, S) \\
\text{s.t. } \text{parse}(T_1) = \text{parse}(T_2) = \ldots = \text{parse}(T_n) \forall T_i \in T
$$

where $T_i$ is the parse tree with root $S$ for record $R_i$ given the current grammar $G$, and $\text{parse}(T_i)$ denotes the parse structure of $T_i$ ignoring the symbols associated with the parse nodes.\(^5\)

Since any subtree of a most probable parse tree is also a most probable parse subtree, we have

$$
p(T_i | R_i, G, S_i) = \max_{\text{rule}, \text{idx}} \begin{cases} 
p(\text{rule} | G) \times p(T_{i,1}, G, S_{i,1}) \times p(T_{i,2}, G, S_{i,2}) \\
\quad \text{if rule is } S_i \rightarrow p(\text{rule}|G), [\text{direction}] S_{i,1} S_{i,2}, \\
p(\text{rule} | G) \times p(T_{i,1}, G, S_{i,1}) \\
\quad \text{if rule is } S_i \rightarrow p(\text{rule}|G), [\text{direction}] S_{i,1}, \\
p(\text{rule} | G) \\
\quad \text{if rule is } S_i \rightarrow p(\text{rule}|G), [\text{direction}] E_{i,1}, \text{ and } E_{i,1} \in \mathcal{E}.
\end{cases}
$$

where $\text{rule}$ is the rule that is used to parse the current record $R_i$, $p(\text{rule} | G)$ is the probability of $\text{rule}$ used among all grammar rules (in all directions) that have head $S_i$, $R_{i,1}$ and $R_{i,2}$ are the split traces based on the direction of the rule, $\text{direction}$, and the place of the split, $\text{idx}$, and $T_i$, $T_{i,1}$ and $T_{i,2}$ are the most probable parse trees for $R_i$, $R_{i,1}$ and $R_{i,2}$ respectively. Using this recursive equation, the algorithm builds the most probable parse trees in a bottom-up fashion.

After getting the parse trees for all records, the algorithm moves on to the second step. In this step, the algorithm updates the selection probabilities associated with the rules. For a rule with

---

\(^5\)In the case that some record uses less elements than the other records (e.g., simpler problems that require less steps), $\text{parse}(T_i)$ is considered equal to $\text{parse}(T_j)$ as long as the parse structures of the shared elements are the same.
head $V$, the new probability of getting chosen is simply the total number of times that rule appearing in the Viterbi parse trees divided by the total number of times that $V$ appears in the parse trees, that is,

$$p(\text{rule}_i|\mathcal{G}) = \frac{|\text{rule}_i \text{ appearing in parse trees}|}{|V_i \text{ appearing in parse trees}|}$$

where $\text{rule}_i$ is of the form $V_i \rightarrow p_i \cdot [\text{direction}], \gamma_1, \gamma_2, \ldots \gamma_n, n = 1 \text{ or } 2$.

After finishing the second step, the algorithm starts a new iteration until convergence. This learning procedure is a fast approximation of expectation-maximization, which approximates the posterior distribution of trees given parameters by the single MAP hypothesis. The output of the algorithm is an updated 2-D pCFG, $\mathcal{G}$, and the most probable layout of the interface. For elements that have never been used in the training examples, the acquired layout will not include them in it as there is no information for them in the record. But the acquired grammar may be able to generalize to those elements. For example, if the acquired grammar learns a recursive rule across rows, it will be able to generalize to more rows than the training records have reached.

The complexity of the Viterbi training phase is $O(|\text{iter}| \times |\mathcal{R}| \times |\text{Rules}_{nt}| \times |\text{max } R_i . length|!)$, where $|\text{iter}|$ is the number of iterations, $|\mathcal{R}|$ is the number of records, $|\text{Rules}_{nt}|$ is the number of rules that reduce to non-terminal symbols, $|\text{max } R_i . length|$ is the length of the longest record. In practice, since the number of rules generated by GSH is small, and we cache previously calculated parse trees in memory, as we will see in the experiment section, all learning tasks are completed within a reasonable amount of time.

**Greedy Structure Hypothesizer (GSH)**

As with the standard Viterbi training algorithm, the output of the algorithm converges toward only a local optimum. It often requires more iteration to converge if the starting point is not good. Moreover, since the complexity of the Viterbi training phase increases as the number of grammar rules increases, we designed a greedy structure hypothesizer (GSH) that greedily adds grammar rules for frequently observed “adjacent” symbol pairs. Note that instead of building a structure learner from scratch, we extend the greedy structure hypothesizer described in Chapter 3 to accommodate the 2-D space. Extending other learning mechanisms is also possible. To formally define adjacency, let’s first define two terms, *temporally adjacent*, and *horizontally (vertically) adjacent*.

**Definition 1.** Two tuples, $T_{i1}$ and $T_{i2}$, are temporally adjacent, iff the two tuples’ time intervals overlap, i.e.

$$[T_{i1}.timestamp_{start}, T_{i1}.timestamp_{end}) \cap [T_{i2}.timestamp_{start}, T_{i2}.timestamp_{end}) \neq \emptyset$$
Algorithm 5.2: GSH constructs a set of grammar rules, $Rules$, a set of terminal symbols $E$, and from the training records, $R$.

**Input:** Record Set $R$, Terminal Symbol Set $E$, Grammar Rule Set $Rules$

1. if is-empty-set($Rules$) then
2. $Rules :=$ generate-terminal-grammar-rules($E$);
3. end
4. while not-all-records-are-parsable($R$, $Rules$) do
5. if has-recursive-structure($R$) then
6. $rule :=$ generate-recursive-rule($R$);
7. else
8. $rule :=$ generate-most-frequent-non-added-rule($R$);
9. end
10. $Rules := Rules + rule$;
11. $R :=$ update-record-set-with-rule($R$, rule, $Rules$); // First, update the record set using rule; second, update the record set using all acquired $Rules$
12. end
13. $Rules =$ initialize-probabilities($Rules$);
14. return $Rules$

**Definition 2.** Two tuples, $T_{i1}$ and $T_{i2}$, are horizontally adjacent, iff the spaces taken up by the two tuples are horizontally next to each other, and form a rectangle, i.e.

$$T_{i1}.x_{right} = T_{i2}.x_{left} \text{ or } T_{i2}.x_{right} = T_{i1}.x_{left}$$

$$T_{i1}.y_{up} = T_{i2}.y_{up}$$

$$T_{i1}.y_{bottom} = T_{i2}.y_{bottom}$$

**Definition 3.** Two tuples, $T_{i1}$ and $T_{i2}$, are vertically adjacent, iff the spaces took up by the two tuples are vertically next to each other, and form a rectangle, i.e.

$$T_{i1}.y_{bottom} = T_{i2}.y_{up} \text{ or } T_{i2}.y_{bottom} = T_{i1}.y_{up}$$

$$T_{i1}.x_{left} = T_{i2}.x_{right}$$

$$T_{i1}.x_{right} = T_{i2}.x_{left}$$

Now, we can define what is a 2D-mergeable pair.

**Definition 4.** Two tuples, $T_{i1}$ and $T_{i2}$, are 2D-mergeable, iff the two tuples are both temporally adjacent and horizontally (vertically) adjacent.

The structure hypothesizer learns grammar rules in a bottom-up fashion. The pseudo code of the structure hypothesizer is shown in Algorithm 5.2. The grammar rule set, $Rules$, is initialized to contain rules associated with terminal symbols, when GSH is called for the first time. Then the algorithm detects whether there are recursive structures embedded in the records (e.g., Row, Row, ...Row), and learns a recursive rule for it if finds one (e.g., Table $\rightarrow$ 0.7, [v] Table Row).
If the algorithm fails to find recursive structures, it starts to search for the 2D-mergeable pair (e.g., \( (\text{Equation, Ski}) \)) that appears in the record set most frequently, and constructs a grammar rule (e.g., \( \text{Row} \rightarrow 1.0, [h] \text{Equation Ski} \)) for that 2D-mergeable pair. The direction field value is set based on whether the 2D-mergeable pairs are horizontally or vertically adjacent. If the Viterbi training phase cannot find a layout based on these rules, less frequent pairs are added later. When there is no more pair that is 2D-mergeable, it is possible that some training record has not been fully parsed, since some symbol pairs that are horizontally (vertically) ordered may not form rectangles. The grammar rules constructed for these symbol pairs in this case will use the extended direction values (e.g., \( \text{ph, pv} \)). After getting the new rule, the system updates the current record set with this rule by replacing the pairs in the records with the head of the rule.

After learning the grammar rules, the GSH assigns probabilities associated with these grammar rules. For each rule with head \( V \), \( p \) is assigned to \( 1 \) divided by the number of rule that have \( V \) as the head. In order to break the symmetry among all rules, the algorithm adds a small random number to each probability and normalizes the values again. This structure learning algorithm provides a redundant set of grammar rules to the Viterbi algorithm.

## 5.2 Experimental Study in Synthetic Domains

In order to evaluate whether the proposed layout learner is able to acquire the correct layout, we carry out three experiments in progressively more realistic settings. All experiments are performed on a machine with a 3.06 GHz CPU and 4 GB Memory. The time the layout learner takes to learn ranges from less than 1 millisecond to 442 milliseconds per training record. The objective of the first experiment is to test whether the proposed 2-D layout learner is able to acquire better parse trees than the 1-D layout learner given the same number of training examples.

### 5.2.1 Methods

In this section, we use the 1-D layout learner (i.e., 1-D pCFG learner) as a baseline, and compare it with the proposed 2-D layout learner. In order to make the training records learnable by the 1-D layout learner, we first transform each training record into a row-ordered 1-D record, and then call the 1-D layout learner on the transformed records.

### 5.2.2 Measurements

We evaluate the quality of the learned parses with the most widely-used evaluation measurements [Harrison et al., 1991]: (1) the **Crossing Parentheses** score, which is the number of times that the learned parse has a structure such as \((A B) C\) and the oracle parse has one or more structures such as \((A (B C))\) which “cross” with the learned parse structure; (2) the **Recall score**, which is the number of parenthesis pairs in the intersection of the learned and oracle parses (L
intersection O) divided by the number of parenthesis pairs in the oracle parse O, i.e., \((L \cap O) / O\). To better understand the crossing parentheses score, we further normalize it so that it ranges from zero to one.

5.2.3 Experimental Results

In the first experiment, we randomly generate 50 oracle two-dimensional grammars. For each oracle grammar, we randomly generate a sequence of 15 training layouts\(^6\) based on the oracle grammar. Each randomly-generated oracle grammar forms an and-or tree, where each non-terminal symbol can be decomposed by either a non-recursive or a recursive rule. Each grammar has 50 non-terminal symbols in it. For each layout, we give the layout learners a fixed number

\(^6\)Some layouts may be the same.
of training records. The two layout learners (i.e., the 1-D layout learner with row-based transformation and the 2-D layout learner) are trained on the 15 layouts sequentially using a transfer learning mechanism developed for the layout learner. The transfer learning mechanism is not described here due to the limited space. Then, we generate another layout with a fixed number of testing records by the oracle grammar, and test whether the grammars acquired by the two layout learners are able to correctly parse the testing records.

Figure 5.3(a) presents the recall scores of the layout learners averaged over 50 grammars. Both learners perform surprisingly well. They are able to achieve close to one recall scores, and close to zero crossing parentheses scores with only five training examples per layout. To better understand the result, we take a close look at the data. Since the oracle grammar is randomly generated, the probability of getting a hard-to-learn grammar is very low. In fact, many of the training records are traces of single rows or columns, which makes learning easy. Hence, to challenge the layout learner more, we carried out a second experiment.

5.3 Experimental Study in Three Tutoring Domains

In addition, we examine three tutoring systems used by human students: fraction addition, equation solving, and stoichiometry. The objective of this experiment is to test in tutoring domains, whether the proposed 2-D layout learner is able to acquire better parse trees than the 1-D layout learner given the same number of training examples.

5.3.1 Methods

We manually construct an oracle grammar that is able to parse these three domains. Moreover, the oracle grammar can further generate variants of the existing user interfaces. For example, instead of adding two fractions together, the oracle grammar can generate interfaces that can be used to add three fractions. We carry out the same training process based on this manually-constructed oracle grammar, and test the quality of the acquired grammar in three domain variants.

The interface of the fraction addition tutor has four rows, where the upper two rows are filled with the problem (e.g., \( \frac{2}{5} + \frac{3}{7} \)), and the lower two rows are empty cells for the human students to fill in. The equation solving tutor’s interface is shown in Figure 2.1. The interface of the stoichiometry domain contains four tables of different sizes. The four tables are used to provide given values, to perform conversion, to self-explain for the current step, and to compute intermediate results. All tables are of column-based orders.

5.3.2 Measurements

The crossing parentheses and recall are used to evaluate the quality of the acquired layouts.
5.3.3 Experimental Results

Figure 5.3(b), 5.3(c), 5.3(d) show the recall scores of the three domains averaged over 50 runs. Both learners achieve better performance with more training examples. We also see that the 2-D layout learner has significantly ($p < 0.0001$) higher recall scores than the 1-D layout learner in all three domains. Both fraction addition and stoichiometry contain tables/subtables of column-based orders. The row-based transformation of the 1-D layout learner removes the column information, and thus hurts the learning performance.

The crossing parentheses scores for both learners are always close to zero across three domains, which indicates the acquired grammar does not generate bad “crosses” often. But since a “cross” occurs only when the parents in the learned parse and in the oracle parse match, thus the crossing parentheses score is meaningful only when the recall scores are high. The low crossing parentheses score for the 1-D layout learner may be partially due to its relatively low recall.

5.4 Experimental Study within SimStudent

In order to understand how display representation learning affects an agents learning effectiveness, the last experiment that we carry out is within SimStudent. The objective of this experiment is to test whether the layouts acquired by the proposed 2-D layout learner are equivalent to or better than the manually-constructed layouts when integrated into SimStudent.

5.4.1 Methods

We use the actual tutor interfaces in three tutoring domains. The 2-D layout learner is first trained on no more than five problems used to tutor human students, and sends its output to SimStudent. An automatic tutor (also used by human students) then teaches the SimStudent with
the constructed/acquired layouts with one set of problems, and tests SimStudents’ performance on another set of problems. Both the training and testing problems are problems used by human students. In each domain, SimStudent is trained on 12 problem sequences. Three SimStudents are compared in the experiment. One SimStudent (manual) is given the manually-constructed layout, one SimStudent (learned) is given the acquired layout, and one SimStudent (baseline) is given a row-based layout

5.4.2 Measurements

To measure learning gain, we calculate step scores of the testing problems after SimStudent is tutored on each training problems, and report the average step score over all testing problem steps for each curriculum.

5.4.3 Experimental Results

Figure 5.4 shows the learning curves of the three SimStudents across three domains. In all three cases, the SimStudent with a row-based layout (baseline) performs significantly ($p < 0.0001$) worse than the other two SimStudents. This shows the importance of the layout in achieving effective learning. Both the SimStudent with the manually-constructed layout (manual) and the SimStudent with the learned layout (learn) perform well across three domains. There is no significant difference between the two SimStudents, which suggests that the acquired layouts are as good as the manually constructed layouts.

5.5 Discussion

The main focus of this chapter is to model how human learns to perceive two-dimensional displays through a 2-D grammar induction technique. One closely related research area that also uses two-dimensional pCFGs is learning to recognize equations (e.g., Chou, 1989, Vanlehn, 1987) or images (e.g., Siskind et al., 2007). Algorithms in this direction often assume the structure of the grammar is given, and use a two-dimensional parsing algorithm to find the most likely parse of the observed image. Our system differs from their approaches in that we model the acquisition of the grammar structure, and apply the technique to another domain, learning to perceive user interface.

One of the rare exceptions in structure learning is Zhu et al.’s [2009] work on object category detection using a Probabilistic Grammar-Markov Model (PGMM). PGMM is an extension of probabilistic context-free grammar with Markov Random Fields that deals with 2-D space. The

\footnote{A fully flat layout performs so badly that SimStudent cannot finish learning.}
authors presented algorithms that enable rapid inference, parameter learning, and the more difficult task of structure induction using a greedy search process. The structure learner uses clustering techniques to identify possible ways to grow the structure, and accepts the proposed structure that fit to the data well. However, these PGMMs are defined over attributed features, whereas the input to our representation learner is text-based strings. Thus, the proposed approach does not suit with our learning task well.

Research on extracting structured data on the web (e.g., Arasu and Garcia-Molina, 2003, Cafarella et al., 2008, Crescenzi et al., 2001) shares a clear resemblance with our work, as it also concerns on understanding structures embedded in a two-dimensional space. It differs from our work in that webpages have an observable hierarchical structure in the form of their HTML parse trees, whereas we only observe the 2-D visual displays, which have no such structural information.

Our work in this chapter continues the effort on modeling two-dimensional data in a new domain, where structural information is not provided, but temporal information is available for understanding the layout of a two-dimensional display. We show that the proposed layout learner is able to acquire the high-quality layouts with a small number of training examples. We further integrate the proposed approach into SimStudent, and demonstrate the intelligent agent with the acquired layouts is able to perform equally well comparing with the agent given manually constructed layouts.
Chapter 6

Learning Feature Predicates

Having demonstrated that with representation learning, the knowledge engineering effort needed for the perceptual learner and the operator sequence learner is reduced, in this chapter, we discuss how to reduce the knowledge engineering effort of the feature test learner. As shown in Figure 6.1, we present both a new method for discovering perceptual feature predicates in an unsupervised way and an integration of the automatically generated feature predicates into skill learning. This method creates feature predicates from non-terminals in the parse tree and from relationships between non-terminals expressed in the grammar rules. We provide these automatically generated feature predicates as prior knowledge to the feature test learning component of SimStudent. As presented in Figure 6.2, the two automatically generated feature predicates, \textit{is-left-child-of} and \textit{is-signed-number}, replace the need of the originally manually-constructed feature predicate \textit{has-constant-term}.

More specifically, our system automatically generate, from the acquired representation, a set of predicates that can be used by the inductive logic programming (ILP) component that learns when to apply a skill. It is important and interesting that this integration of an unsupervised representation learner and a supervised skill learner makes it possible, for the first time, for a computer to learn a complex skill without domain-specific feature or representation engineering. Prior skill learning efforts have always required such engineering. We evaluate the quality of the automatically generated feature predicates in the algebra equation solving domain, and report the results in the experiment section.

6.1 Generating Feature Predicates from Learned Grammar

Having removed the dependency on domain-specific operator functions, we would like to further reduce the knowledge engineering required by eliminating SimStudent’s dependency on manually-constructed feature predicates. As implied by its name, the representation learner acquires information that reveals essential features of the problem. It is natural to think that these acquired representations can be used in describing desired situations to fire a production rule. In
Figure 6.1: A diagram that shows how to integrate representation learning into SimStudent to improve the feature test learner. SimStudent automatically generates a set of feature predicates based on the acquired representation to replace the set of manually-constructed feature predicates.

In this work, we automatically generate, from the acquired grammar, a set of predicates that can be used by the inductive logic programming (ILP) component. These automatically generated feature predicates can then replace manually constructed feature predicates.

Hence, we make use of the domain-specific information in the grammar acquired by the representation learner to automatically generate a set of feature predicates. There are two main categories of the automatically generated feature predicates: topological feature predicates, and nonterminal symbol feature predicates. A third category, parse tree relation feature predicates, considers a combination of the information used in the first two. All these types of predicates are applicable to a general pCFG and the parse trees it generates. The truthfulness of the feature predicates is decided by the most probable parse tree of the problem.

### 6.1.1 Topological Feature Predicates

Topological feature predicates evaluate whether a node with the value of its first arguments exists at some location in the parse tree generated from the second argument (e.g., (is-left-child-of -3 -3x)). There are four generic topological feature predicates: (is-descendent-of ?val0 ?val1), (is-nth-descendent-of ?val0 ?val1), (is-tree-level-m-descendent-of ?val0 ?val1) and (is-nth-tree-level-m-descendent-of ?val0 ?val1). These four generic feature predicates are used to generate a wide variety of useful topological constraints based on different n and m values. An
automatically-generated predicate is created for each \( m \) between 0 and \( M-1 \), where \( M \) is the maximum number of nonterminal symbols on the right side of the grammar rules, and for each \( n \) between 0 and \( N-1 \), where \( N \) is the maximum height of the parse trees encountered.

The level specificity in the desired location varies from the most general topological predicate, \((\text{is-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\), to the most specific \((\text{is-nth-tree-level-m-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\). \((\text{is-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\) determines whether \(?\text{val0}\) exists anywhere in the subtree rooted at \(?\text{val1}\). For example, since 3 is a grandchild of -3x in the parse tree shown in the left side of Figure 3.2, \((\text{is-descendent-of} \ 3 \ -3x)\) is true. The next two topological feature predicates each incorporate one of the two pieces of information available about the location of a node: the depth of the node in the parse tree and in which subtree it is located when the child nodes are ordered. \((\text{is-nth-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\) is slightly more specific than \((\text{is-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\). It tests whether \(?\text{val0}\) exists anywhere in the subtree rooted at the \( n^{th} \) child of \(?\text{val1}\). In the correct parse tree of -3x, 3 appears in the left subtree of -3x, therefore, \((\text{is-Oth-descendent-of} \ 3 \ -3x)\) is true. \((\text{is-tree-level-m-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\) represents a similar level of specificity to \((\text{is-nth-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\), in that it incorporates one of the two pieces of information available. It tests whether \(?\text{val0}\) appears at the \( m^{th} \) level in the subtree rooted at \(?\text{val1}\). For instance, 3 appears at level two of the parse tree so \((\text{is-tree-level-2-descendent-of} \ 3 \ -3x)\) is true. The last topological feature predicate \((\text{is-nth-tree-level-m-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\) considers both the tree level \( m \) and the descendent index \( n \). It defines whether \(?\text{val0}\) exists \( m-1 \) levels down in the subtree rooted at the \( n^{th} \) child of \(?\text{val1}\). If \( m=1, n=0 \), \((\text{is-tree-level-m-descendent-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\) is true.

\(^1\text{We are considering nodes} \ m-1 \text{ levels down in the tree rooted at the} \ n^{th} \text{ child, rather than} \ m, \text{because the} \ n^{th} \text{ child is already 1 level down in the tree rooted at} \ ?\text{val1}.\)
(is-left-child-of ?val0 ?val1) is equivalent to (is-left-child-of ?val0 ?val1).

6.1.2 Nonterminal Symbol Feature Predicates

Nonterminal symbol feature predicates are defined based on the nonterminal symbols used in the grammar rules. For example, -3 is associated with the nonterminal symbol SignedNumber based in the grammar shown in Table 3.1. There are three generic nonterminal symbol feature predicates: (is-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1), (has-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1), and (has-multiple-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1) where x can be instantiated to any nonterminal symbols in the grammar.

(is-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1) describes whether ?val0 is associated with symbol x in the parse tree of ?val1. For instance, (is-symbol-SignedNumber -3 -3x) tests whether -3 is associated with SignedNumber in the parse tree of -3x. (has-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1) tests whether any node in the subtree of ?val0 is associated with symbol x in the parse tree of ?val1. Although -3 is not associated with symbol Number, it has a child, 3, that is associated with symbol Number. In this case, (is-symbol-Number -3 -3x) is false, but (has-symbol-Number -3 -3x) is true. The last symbol feature predicate (has-multiple-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1) operates similarly to (has-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1), but examines whether there are multiple separate nodes in the subtree of ?val0 which are associated with the symbol x. For the purposes of this predicate, two nodes A and B in a parse tree are separate if A is not in B’s subtree and B is not in A’s subtree. In math and logic, an exact number is often less significant than whether a number falls into the category of zero, one, or many/infinite. The (has-multiple-symbol-x) predicate thus covers the category of many/infinite, without the need to create individual predicates for specific numbers of nodes which are associated with some symbol. (has-multiple-symbol-Number 4-3 x+(4-3)) would return true because 4-3 has 2 nodes, 4 and 3, each of which is associated with the symbol Number and neither is in the other’s subtree.

6.1.3 Parse Tree Relation Feature Predicates

Topological feature predicates examine the position of a particular input in the overall parse tree and symbol feature predicates examine the symbol associated with a particular input. The third class of feature predicates, parse tree relation predicates, examine both the positions of nodes in the tree and their associated symbols. These allow SimStudent to examine the surrounding nodes in the parse tree and determine if they have a particular symbol from the grammar associated with them.

For the algebra study, three such predicates were used which represent examining the nearest nodes in the parse which are not in the input’s subtree: (parent-is-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1), (sibling-is-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1), and (uncle-is-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1) (or aunt). As their names imply, these predicates examine whether a parent/sibling/uncle(aunt) node of the input is associated with the symbol x, where x could be any nonterminal symbol in the grammar. As an example, referring again to the left side of Figure 3.2, consider the predicate (sibling-is-symbol-MinusSign 3 -3x). This would return true because in the parse tree for -3x, the node representing the number
3 does have a sibling whose associated symbol is minus sign. In ongoing work, these types of predicates have been generalized to encompass arbitrary relations between nodes in the tree in much the same way that (is-child-of ?val0 ?val1) has been generalized to (is-tree-level-1-descendant-of ?val0 ?val1). An arbitrary relationship representing the relative position of any two nodes in a parse tree can be described by the predicate (i-j-relation-is-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1). This represents examining whether the nodes reached by moving up \( i \) times in the tree, then down \( j \) times are associated with the symbol \( x \). Using this notation, (1-1-relation-is-symbol-x ?val ?val1) is equivalent to (sibling-is-symbol-x ?val0 ?val1).

6.2 Experimental Study on Automatically Generated Feature Predicates

In order to evaluate whether the extended SimStudent is able to acquire correct knowledge with automatically generated feature predicates, we carry out an experiment in equation solving. The objective of this experiment is to test whether the automatically-generated feature predicates can replace the manually-constructed feature predicates in SimStudent’s skill learning system.

6.2.1 Methods

The representation learner was first trained on a sequence of feature learning tasks (i.e., what is a signed number, what is a term, and what is an expression). Then, SimStudent was tutored by an automatic tutor, CTAT [Aleven et al., 2009], which was used by 71 human students in a classroom study, to solve basic algebra problems. All of the training and testing problems were extracted from the same classroom study. There were four sets of training problems. Each set has 35 training problems. The testing problem set contains 11 problems. In this way, we have provided SimStuent with the same information and training as would be provided to human students.

We compared three SimStudents: one SimStudent given the manually constructed feature predicates known to be useful in solving algebra problems, one SimStudent given the automatically generated feature predicates, and one SimStudent given no feature predicates.

6.2.2 Measurements

We evaluated the effectiveness of SimStudent in two aspects: the amount of knowledge engineering needed, and the speed of learning. To assess the knowledge engineering effort required, we counted the number of lines of Java code a developer needed to write for each feature predicate, and reported the total number of lines developed for all feature predicates used in the acquired rules.
To measure learning gain, we calculate a first attempt accuracy and an step score for each step in the testing problem, and report the average first attempt accuracy and step score of all testing problems.

### 6.2.3 Experimental Results

Since there is no manual encoding of domain knowledge needed for the automatically generated feature predicates, the number of lines of domain-specific code needed in equation solving is 0. On the other hand, the manually constructed feature predicates required 2093 lines of Java code, which is also a measure of the amount of knowledge engineering saved by automatic feature predicate generation.

The second study we carried out focused on evaluation of learning speed. The average learning curves for the three SimStudents are shown in Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b). As we can see, there is a huge gap between the SimStudents with and without manually constructed feature predicates (i.e., the two blue lines). The goal of our algorithm is to fill in the gap without requiring extra knowledge engineering.

As shown in the figures, the SimStudent with automatically generated feature predicates has a slower learning curve than the SimStudent with manually constructed feature predicates. It does, however, gradually catch up after being trained on more problems. This is to be expected because while the manually constructed feature predicate directly evaluates information that is known to be applicable in solving the problem, the automatically generated feature predicates evaluate a larger set of information obtained from the parse trees. Much of this information does not turn out to be relevant to solving the problem. It therefore takes more examples for the SimStudent with automatically generated feature predicates to learn to solve the problems because it must first
determine which of the automatically generated predicates are relevant. As the results show, after being trained on 35 problems, the SimStudent with automatically generated feature predicates achieved comparable performance to that with manually constructed feature predicates. This is the case for both measurements (i.e., 0.77 vs. 0.75 for first attempt accuracy, 0.83 vs. 0.79 for all attempt accuracy). Taken together, we conclude that with automatic feature predicate generation, we are able to obtain nearly comparable performance while significantly reducing the amount of knowledge engineering effort needed.

6.3 Experimental Study on Transferability to Harder Problems

Having evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed approach on problems at the same level of difficulty, we further evaluate the transferability of the proposed approach to harder problems, by training SimStudent on sequences of problems of increasing difficulty. The objective of this experiment is to test whether the automatically-generated feature predicates can replace or exceed the manually-constructed feature predicates in SimStudent’s skill learning system, when given harder problems. The main claim of the work is that by integrating representation learning into skill learning, we are able to develop intelligent agents that learn to solve both easy and hard problems, which (1) require less knowledge engineering effort, and (2) maintain equally good performance, compared with human-engineered intelligent agents. Problem representations are used to learn skill knowledge for simpler problems. This skill knowledge is then automatically built upon to develop a SimStudent capable of representing and solving much more complicated problems. This process is performed without manually constructed extensions to prior domain knowledge as required by the original SimStudent. The results further indicate that while the original SimStudent given human-engineered prior domain knowledge performed better than the extended SimStudent without prior domain knowledge on easier problems, it performs worse on the harder problems, due to the fact that the human-engineered prior domain knowledge was built for easier problems, and is not easily extensible to harder ones.

To determine whether the skill knowledge of a SimStudent incorporating deep features, obtained from simple problems, can be transferred to problems of greater complexity, we carry out an experiment in algebra equation solving. Original and extended SimStudents are trained on sequences of increasingly difficult algebra problems and their performance is compared.

6.3.1 Methods

Two extended versions of SimStudent are tested in this study, one with only an extension to the memory element hierarchy and one with automatically generated feature predicates as well. Both used only a set of domain-independent operators. To construct the extended SimStudents, a representation learner is trained on a series of feature learning tasks (i.e. what is a signed number, what is a term, what is an expression, what is a complex expression). The learned grammar
for algebra problems obtained from this is then incorporated into SimStudent, as described in the Chapter 4 on SimStudent with integrated representation. The two extensions are compared with an original SimStudent, which is provided a set of domain-specific operator functions, and feature predicates known to be useful in algebra equations solving and an original SimStudent with the domain-independent operator functions and a set of domain-independent feature predicates.

All versions are tutored using an automatic tutor, CTAT [Aleven et al., 2009], which is used by 71 human students in a classroom study. Four training sets, each consisting of 47 problems are constructed for use in teaching the SimStudents. Each training set consists of problems in four difficulty categories and ordered in increasing difficulty where the fourth category represents a much more significant increase in problem difficulty. A separate test set consisting of 19 problems, also of varying difficulty and with a distribution weighted toward more difficult problems, is constructed for use in evaluation of performance. Problems for both the training and test sets are likewise obtained from actual classroom studies.

6.3.2 Measurements

We assess the accuracy of the SimStudents’ skill acquisition by measuring each SimStudent’s first attempt accuracy and step score for each step in the test problems. First attempt accuracy is the percentage of the time, which the first action proposed, by SimStudent is correct. Since, for a given problem step, there may be multiple correct courses of action and SimStudent may propose more than one action at any given step, a more nuanced measure of accuracy is required to evaluate SimStudent’s overall mastery of the skills represented in the problem domain. Step score is the same measurement we used in previous studies, which is number of correct steps proposed by SimStudent, divided by the number of possible correct steps plus the number of proposed steps, which were incorrect.

Last, to measure the amount of domain-specific prior knowledge encoding required for SimStudent, we count the number of lines of Java code used in the implementation. There are two locations where this information is used, the operators and the feature predicates. Each are measured separately and reported as such.

6.3.3 Experimental Results

Knowledge Engineering Effort

We compare the lines of code needed to encode the operator functions and feature predicates. The addition of representation learning reduces the effort in coding operator functions from 2287 lines to only 247 lines. (This replicates results from [Li et al., 2012a] but with a larger training set that

Although the line of code is not the ideal measurement of knowledge engineering effort due to individual differences among agent developers, this still serves as a good indication.
indicates more difficult problems.) The addition of predicate learning reduces the effort in coding feature predicates from 1981 lines of code to zero lines. We find that this approach completely removes the prior knowledge engineering effort need to author feature predicates. Since one of the important applications of SimStudent is to enable end-users to create intelligent tutoring systems without heavy programming, this reduction of programming effort makes SimStudent a better authoring tool for intelligent tutoring system. Moreover, by requiring less prior knowledge engineering, SimStudent becomes a more complete model of human skill acquisition.

Speed of Learning

Average learning curves for all attempt accuracy are shown in Figure 6.4(a). Both extended SimStudents perform similarly to the original SimStudent with domain-specific operators and feature predicates. This is the case in both first attempt and all attempt accuracy. The extended SimStudent with representation learning and automatically generated predicates achieves a final all attempt accuracy of 0.81 and first attempt accuracy of 0.83 after all 47 problems, while the extended SimStudent with representation learning and hand-coded domain-specific predicates achieved scores of 0.82 and 0.80 respectively. These are comparable to the original SimStudent with both domain-specific operators and feature predicates whose accuracy is 0.80 and 0.82. We see that the original SimStudent when given only the weak operators, as supplied to the extensions, and domain-independent feature predicates fails to produce any significant level of skill mastery.

Extended SimStudents, incorporating deep features, do learn slightly slower than the original SimStudent, but catch up readily with more training examples. This is most noticeable at the beginning of training when the system has limited information from a small number of training examples. The hand-coded feature predicates and operators built for the original SimStudent
were designed specifically to handle information relevant to solving algebra problems of the types on which it is being trained. The deep features and associated automatically generated feature predicates employed in the extended SimStudent include a wider range of information obtained from parse trees and the topology of parse trees in general. Not all of this information is applicable to a given problem solving step in algebra. It may, however, be relevant to some algebra skills or to domains aside from algebra, such as stoichiometry, which are likewise modeled accurately using context free grammars. Identifying the subset of this broader range of information which is applicable to a given algebra skill requires more examples. The examples help eliminate those predicates which are not relevant in this domain or for this particular skill.

Also clearly visible from the graphs are the locations at which the SimStudents began to be trained on harder problems at problems 14, 20, and 35. Since the testing set consists of problems of all difficulty levels, the SimStudents perform poorly on the tests at the beginning when they have only been exposed to simple or moderate difficulty problems. As they are trained on harder problems, their performance improves until they acquire a similar level of skill mastery to the original. This transfer of knowledge from simple to harder problems is accomplished without further knowledge engineering work on the part of the system designers. The overall approach of learning representations and incorporating them into SimStudent remains effective as the complexity of the skills within the domain increases, ultimately performing slightly better.

**Extensibility to Harder Problems**

Through the first three categories of problems, the original SimStudent generally performs better than the extended versions (0.96 vs. 0.90/0.91 on all attempt accuracy), but it is overtaken by the extended SimStudents when trained on the hardest problems (0.66 vs. 0.78/0.78 on all attempt accuracy). The learning curves for only hard problems measured by all attempt accuracy are shown in Figure 6.4(b). There are two reasons for this disparity. First, the hand-coded, domain-specific operators were originally designed for the first three categories of problems. Hence, they are not readily extensible to the harder problems, which cause difficulty during the training process for the original SimStudent. The extended SimStudents, on the other hand, are unaffected by errors in the more complex operators since they use only simple domain-independent operators. Second, as in the case of the equations \(-3x = 6\) and \(−3(x + 4) = 6\), automatically generated predicates identify abstract similarities in more complex examples. This allows the extended SimStudents to more easily transfer their previously acquired skill knowledge from simple problems to harder ones.

Errors in encoding the prior domain knowledge for use in SimStudent’s operators and in tutor feedback mechanisms underline the reduced learning rate on harder problems. First, the hand-coded, domain-specific operators for algebra occasionally fail to correctly handle the input they are given. Consequently, an operator sequence which we would expect to produce a correct next step for a given problem state does not do so. During the testing process this is a relatively minor difficulty since that particular problem step will simply be marked as wrong and the testing will proceed to the next step. During the training phase these errors are much more problematic. Should an operator sequence fail to produce a correct next step in an instance when it would oth-
erwise have been correct were the domain specific operators perfect, erroneous negative feedback would be provided to SimStudent. This incorrect negative feedback can weaken SimStudent’s skill knowledge. Second, complex algebra problems can be written in many equivalent forms. As the complexity of the problems increases so does the variety of different forms. The feedback system must correctly identify all such equivalent forms in order to provide universally accurate feedback. Though the system may not identify all possible forms as equivalent using algebraic transformations, exact, character-by-character matches will always be identified as correct. The extended SimStudents are unaffected by errors in the more complex operators since they use only simple domain-independent operators. Extended SimStudents also tend to be hurt much less by errors in matching the form of the input. Input produced by extended SimStudents is very often an exact match since it is constructed from strings directly represented in the parse trees of the problem. The combination of these two factors helps the extended SimStudents edge out the original by the end of the training.

6.4 Discussion

The main contribution of this work is to reduce the amount of knowledge engineering required in building an intelligent agent by automatically generating feature predicates. Although there has been considerable work on representation change (e.g., Muggleton and Buntine, 1988, Martín and Geffner, 2004, Utgoff, 1984, Fawcett, 1996) in machine learning, little has occurred in the context of representation learning. Additionally, research on deep architectures [Bengio, 2009] and Markov logic networks [Richardson and Domingos, 2006] shares a clear resemblance with our work, but the tasks on which we work are different. These works are used more often in classification tasks whereas our work focuses on simulating human learning of math and science.

Research on ILP (e.g., Quinlan, 1990, Raedt and Dehaspe, 1997, Srinivasan, 2004) is also closely related to our work, as SimStudent uses FOIL as its “when” learner. ILP systems acquire logic programs that separate positive examples from negative ones given an encoding of the known background knowledge. Our work differs from these systems in that it automatically generates the encoding based on a learned grammar, and calls an existing ILP algorithm to acquire the “when” part of the production rule.

One open question in this work is that how many feature predicates should be generated. More specifically, what would be the appropriate $M$ and $N$ (as described in the above section) for the current learning task. The bigger $M$ and $N$ are, the more expressive the set of generated feature predicates are. However, setting $M$ and $N$ with large values could lead to an explosion on the total number of feature predicates generated. We believe that by setting $M$ and $N$ to be larger than the needed values would not further increase the learning effectiveness. Instead, more training examples might be needed due to the larger search space. One possible future study is to systematically search for the appropriate $M$ and $N$ values, or to add a feature selection phase before calling the feature test learner.
In this chapter, the proposed feature generation mechanism is integrated into an intelligent agent, SimStudent. In the experimental study, we show that the SimStudent with automatically generated feature predicates is able to achieve comparable performance without requiring any manually-constructed feature predicates as input.
Chapter 7

Integrating Representation Learning with External World Knowledge

In previous chapters, we have shown that by integrating representation learning with skill learning, SimStudent can achieve comparable or better learning speed with largely reduced knowledge engineering effort. However, most of these domains are well-defined problem-solving domains, where little real-world background knowledge is needed.

In this work, we explore the generality of the proposed approach in another domain, article selection in English, where no complex problem solving is needed, but where complex perceptual knowledge and large amounts of background knowledge are needed. Specifically, representation learning in this world-knowledge rich domain requires the ability to parse sentences and the extensive understanding of semantics of English words and phrases. There has been a long-standing interest in the natural language processing community to learn how to parse sentences correctly. Therefore, we apply one of the widely-used linguistic tools, the Stanford parser [Klein and Manning, 2003], to the sentences in the problems, and integrate the perceptual representations (parse trees) into SimStudent.

Additionally, although linguistic theory has long assumed that knowledge of language is characterized by a categorical system of grammar, many previous studies have shown that language users reliably and systematically make probabilistic syntactic choices [Hay and Bresnan, 2006]. To accommodate to this probabilistic character, we further extend SimStudent to accept less-accurate production rule conditions, and learn to prioritize learned rules using historical accuracy statistics. Experimental results show that the extended SimStudent can successfully learn how to select the correct article given a reasonable number (i.e., 60) of problems.

7.1 English Article System

Before describing our simulated student, let us first take a look at the domain. The learning task is acquiring the English article system. There are more than 40 grammar rules to decide which
Table 7.1: Grammar rules in selecting appropriate articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Name</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>generic-singular</td>
<td>Use “a/an” when a singular count noun is indefinite.</td>
<td>a/an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generic-noncount</td>
<td>Use “no article” with a noncount noun that is indefinite.</td>
<td>no article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generic-plural</td>
<td>Use “no article with a plural noun that is indefinite.</td>
<td>no article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number-letter</td>
<td>Use “a/an” for single letters and numbers.</td>
<td>a/an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>already-mentioned</td>
<td>Use “the” when the noun has already been mentioned.</td>
<td>the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same</td>
<td>Use “the” with the word “same”.</td>
<td>the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

article to choose.

In the current study, we took the problems from a previous study on human students [Wylie et al., 2010]. There are six mostly-used grammar rules taught in the study, as shown in Table 7.1. Each problem consists of one or two sentences and an empty space to be filled with an article that best completes the sentence (e.g., Clocks measure ___ time.). There are three choices available, a/an, the and no article. In the clock example, since time is uncountable, no article should be selected based on the rule “generic-noncount”.

There are priorities among these six grammar rules. For example, if given the problem He drives ___ same car as he did last year, both the condition of the rule “generic-singular” and the condition of the rule “same” are satisfied, but since the rule “same” has a higher priority, article the should be selected.

7.2 Integrating Representation Learning with External World Knowledge

In spite of the promising results we have shown, the domains we have tested so far are mainly well-defined domains (e.g., fraction addition, equation solving, stoichiometry), where the perceptual representation can be captured by a pCFG, and learning such representation does not require large amounts of external world background knowledge. Article selection in English is quite different from these domains. To solve this task, it requires complex prior perceptual knowledge as well as large amounts of world knowledge.

Therefore, we use an existing linguistic tool, the Stanford parser, to automatically generate the parse structure of the input sentence for SimStudent. The parse tree for the clock example is shown in Figure 7.1. We give these parse trees to SimStudent as the perceptual hierarchies. Based on these hierarchies, SimStudent learned that the noun that the article is pointing to is the last sibling of the article it the subtree. In the example, the non-terminal node NP has two children, hence, the word time is the noun that the article is pointing at.

Moreover, SimStudent automatically generated a set of feature predicates based on the parse tree. For example, in the parse tree shown in Figure 7.1, each non-terminal symbol (e.g., NN) is
associated with a feature predicate (e.g., \((\text{is-NN} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1})\)). Given the parse tree, \((\text{is-NN} \ \text{time} \ \text{Clocks-measure-time})\) returns true. Topological based feature predicates such as (e.g., \((\text{is-child-of} \ ?\text{val0} \ ?\text{val1} \ ?\text{val2})\)) can also be generated, but were not used in article selection.

Last, we use Wiktionary\(^1\), which is a collaborative project for creating a free lexical database in every language, complete with meanings, etymologies, and pronunciations, to generate two feature predicates (i.e., \((\text{is-countable} \ ?\text{val})\), \((\text{is-uncountable} \ ?\text{val})\)) that evaluate whether a noun is countable or not. Note that since one word may have multiple senses, it can be both countable and uncountable at the same time.

### 7.3 SimStudent with Probabilistic-Based Conflict Resolution

As mentioned before, although grammar rules are often modeled as a categorical system, previous studies have shown that people systematically make probabilistic choices. To incorporate this feature, we developed two conflict resolution strategies that prioritize rules based on historical accuracy statistics. SimStudent associates each production rule with a utility. When multiple production rules are applicable, the production rule that has the highest utility is applied first.

To implement the conflict resolution strategy, we lowered the accuracy requirement of the preconditions learned by FOIL, so that preconditions that are less accurate are also included in the production rule. This change allows SimStudent to learn more general production rules. Therefore, there are more situations where more than one production rules are applicable. However, some of them may be incorrect.

\(^1\)http://www.wiktionary.org/
Next, SimStudent computes the utility associated with each production rule based on the correctness of the rule’s application history. We designed two ways of computing the utility. The first approach is developed based on ACT-R’s conflict resolution strategy [Belavkin and Ritter, 2004], where the utility associated with production rule $i$, $U_i$, is calculated based on the following equation.

$$U_i = P_i G - C_i,$$

where, $P_i$ stands for the probability of success of the production rule $i$, $C_i$ is the average cost of the production rule, and $G$ is a goal value.

In the above approach, $P_i$ considers all successful applications are equally important. One interesting question to ask is that whether the importance of the rule application result decays as time passes. Hence, in the second approach, instead of directly computing the probability of success, SimStudent weighs recent successes more than the past ones. Each time a rule is applied correctly, it is given a constant reward, $R$, and the utilities of all other rules decay by another constant, $d$. In case of an incorrect application, the same constant value, $R$, is removed from the utility function. Therefore, the utility of production rule $i$ at time $t$, $U_{i,t}$, is calculated by

$$U_{i,t} = D_{i,t} G - C_i,$$

$$D_{i,0} = 0,$$

$$D_{i,t+1} = (-1)^{failure} R + d D_{i,t},$$

where $failure$ is an integer that equals to 1 if the rule application is incorrect, and 0 if correct, $R$ is the reward/punishment given to the production rule, and $d$ is the rate of decaying.

### 7.4 Experimental Study

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we carry out an experiment to test whether the extended SimStudent can learn the six grammar rules.

#### 7.4.1 Methods

We use data collected from Wylie et al.’s [2010] recent study on second language learning. The study is conducted at the University of Pittsburgh’s English Language Institute. Students ($N = 99$) are adult English language learners ($meanage = 27.9, SD = 6.6$) and participate as part of their regular grammar class. Data collection is completed within one 50-minute class period. Pre- and post-test items are identical in the form of the practice problems students has seen during tutoring without feedback and hints. All of the student behaviors are recorded during the process, and encoded with rules applied to the problems and whether students answers are correct.

SimStudent is taught by an automated tutor that simulates the tutor used by human students, and is trained on the same 60 problems that are provided to human students. The production rules acquired are evaluated by 12 problems given to human students as test problems.
7.4.2 Experimental Results

We evaluate four versions of SimStudent, 1) the original SimStudent without external world knowledge and the new conflict resolution strategy\(^2\), 2) the extended SimStudent with external world knowledge using the original conflict resolution strategy, 3) the extended SimStudent with external world knowledge using the non-decaying conflict resolution strategy, 4) the extended SimStudent with external world knowledge using the time-decaying conflict resolution strategy. In order to rule out the affect of other parameters, we set \(G\) and \(C_i\) to be the same across all production rules, so that the production rule priorities are decided by \(P_i\) and \(D_{i,t}\). We report the average accuracy of SimStudent’s first attempts at each step over 12 test problems.

Since the original SimStudent without external world knowledge considered that all words in the sentence form a flat hierarchy, it fails to learn how to identify the noun that the article is pointing at. In fact, it learns overly general production rules, and could not finish training in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, we do not report the learning curve of the original SimStudent here, but please keep in mind that, it is much worse than the extended SimStudents.

As we can see in Figure 7.2, all three SimStudents learn reasonably well, reaching accuracies more than 0.75 given 60 problems. The extended SimStudent using the time-decaying conflict resolution strategy learns fastest among the three SimStudents. It reaches an accuracy of 1.00 given 60 training problems. The extended SimStudent using the non-decaying conflict resolution strategy is slightly worse than the one using the time-decaying strategy, reaching an accuracy of 0.92 with 60 training problems. The extended SimStudent using the original conflict resolution strategy is the worst. This result indicates that by integrating representation learning with ex-

\(^2\)The conflict resolution strategy of the original SimStudent is to fire the the most recently activated non-buggy production rule.
ternal world knowledge, the extended SimStudent is able to successfully learn the six grammar rules. Better conflict resolution strategy can further improve SimStudent’s learning effectiveness. Time-decaying conflict resolution strategy yields a faster learning curve than the non-decaying strategy.

### 7.5 Discussion

The objective of this work is to extend representation learning with external world knowledge, and integrate it into a simulated student. Previous work on article selection (e.g., Wylie et al., 2010) has shown that learning in this domain contains challenges that cause effective instructional strategies (e.g., self-explanation) in math and science domains to become less effective. In order to better understand the cause of this phenomenon, we take one more step in this direction by constructing a learning agent that models knowledge acquisition.

There have been recent efforts (e.g., Neves, 1985, Anzai and Simon, 1979, Matsuda et al., 2009, Vanlehn et al., 1994) in developing intelligent agents that model student learning, but most of the existing works have been done in well-defined domains, where little real-world knowledge is needed. There has also been considerable research on learning within agent architectures [Laird et al., 1986, Anderson, 1993, Taatgen and Lee, 2003]. Unlike those theories, SimStudent puts more emphasis on knowledge-level learning (cf., Dietterich, 1986) than speedup learning. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, none of them have focused on integrating representation learning with skill learning as we have done with SimStudent.

To demonstrate the generality of the approach in this chapter in a world-knowledge rich domain, we extend representation learning with external world knowledge, and integrate it into SimStudent. Results show that given a reasonable number of training examples, the extended SimStudent successfully learns six frequently used article selection rule.
Chapter 8

Using SimStudent to Discover Better Learner Models

As mentioned above, we are not only interested in building a learning agent: we would also like to construct a learning agent that simulates how students acquire knowledge. Recall that in Figure 1.3, we have proposed to use SimStudent to automatically construct cognitive models for intelligent tutoring systems. In this chapter, we are going to present an approach that automatically discovers learner models using the extended SimStudent. If the discovered model turns out to be a good learner model, we should be able to conclude that the extended SimStudent simulates the real student learning process well.

One common approach to represent a cognitive model is a set of knowledge components (KC) that encoded in intelligent tutors to model how students solve problems. The set of KCs includes the component skills, concepts, or percepts that a student must acquire to be successful on the target tasks. For example, a KC in algebra can be how students should proceed given problems of the form $Nv=N$ (e.g., $-3x = 6$). The cognitive model provides important information to automated tutoring systems in making instructional decisions. Better cognitive models match with real student learning behavior. They are capable of predicting task difficulty and transfer of learning between related problems, and can be used to yield better instruction.

Traditional ways to construct models include structured interviews, think-aloud protocols, rational analysis, and so on. However, these methods are often time-consuming, and require expert input. More importantly, they are highly subjective. Previous studies [Koedinger and Nathan, 2004, Koedinger and McLaughlin, 2010] have shown that human engineering of these models often ignores distinctions in content and learning that have important instructional implications. Other methods such as Learning Factor Analysis (LFA) [Cen et al., 2006] apply an automated search technique to discover models. It has been shown that these automated methods are able to find better models than human-generated ones. Nevertheless, LFA requires a set of human-provided factors given as input. These factors are potential KCs. LFA carries out the search process only within the space of such factors. If a better model exists but requires unknown factors, LFA will not find it.
To address this issue, we propose a method that automatically discovers cognitive models with less dependent on human-provided factors. The system uses the extended SimStudent to acquire skill knowledge. Each production rule corresponds to a KC that students need to learn. The model then labels each observation of a real student based on skill application.

To demonstrate the generality of this approach, we present evaluations of the SimStudent-generated models in four domains: algebra, stoichiometry, fraction addition, and article selection. We validate the quality of the cognitive models using human student data as in Koedinger and MacLaren [1997]. In addition to matching with performance data, we use the discovered cognitive model to predict human learning curve data. Experimental results show that for algebra and stoichiometry, SimStudent directly finds a better cognitive model than humans. In the article selection domain, SimStudent successfully recovers the human-constructed model. For fraction addition, SimStudent results assist LFA in finding a better cognitive model than a domain expert. We have also carried out an in-depth study using Focused Benefits Investigation (FBI) [Koedinger et al., 2012] to better understand this machine learning approach, and discussed possible further improvements.

8.1 Methods

The objective of this experiment is to test whether the learner models discovered by the extended SimStudent are equally good or better than human-generated models. If so, do the differences between the SimStudent model and the human-generated model provide meaningful insights on instructions? In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we carry out a study using three datasets. We compare the SimStudent model with a human-generated KC model by first coding the real student steps using the two models, and then testing how well the two model coding predicts real student data. Note that DataShop [Koedinger et al., 2010] has multiple KC models for each dataset in the current study, the human-generated KC model we select here is one of the best models among the existing learner models.

For example, to generated the human-generated model in algebra, the real student steps are first coded using the “action” label associated with a correct step transaction, where an action corresponds to a mathematical operation(s) to transform an equation into another in a way that makes progress toward the solution. As a result, there are nine KCs defined (called the Action KC model) – add, subtract, multiply, divide, distribute, clt (combine like terms), mt (simplify multiplication), and rf (reduce a fraction). Four KCs associated with the basic arithmetic operations (i.e., add, subtract, multiply, and divide) are then further split into two KCs for each, namely a skill to identify an appropriate basic operator and a skill to actually execute the basic operator. The former is called a transformation skill whereas the latter is a typein skill. As a consequence, there are 12 KCs defined (called the Action-Typein KC model). Not all steps in the algebra dataset were coded with these KC models – some steps are about a transformation that we do not include in the Action KC model (e.g., simplify division). There are 9487 steps that can be coded by both KC models mentioned above. The “default” KC model, which were defined by the productions implemented for the cognitive tutor, has only 6809 steps that can be
coded. To make a fair comparison between the “default” and “Action-Typein” KC models, we took the intersection of those 9487 and 6809 steps. As a result, there are 6507 steps that can be coded by both the default and the Action-Typein KC models. We then define a new KC model, called the Balanced-Action-Typein KC model that has the same set of KCs as the Action-Typein model but is only associated with these 6507 steps, and used this KC model to compare with the SimStudent model.

To generate the SimStudent model, SimStudent is tutored on how to solve problems by interacting with an automated tutor, like the one used by human students in studies. As the training set for SimStudent, we selected problems that were used to teach real students. Given all of the acquired production rules, for each step a real student performed, we assigned the applicable production rule as the KC associated with that step. In cases where there was no applicable production rule, we coded the step using the human-generated KC model. Each time a student encounters a step using some KC, it is considered as an “opportunity” for that student to show mastery of that KC, and learn the KC by practicing it.

Having finished coding real student steps with both models (the SimStudent model and the human-generated model), we used the Additive Factor Model (AFM) [Cen et al., 2006] to validate the coded steps. AFM is an instance of logistic regression that models student success using each student, each KC, and the KC by opportunity interaction as independent variables,

\[
\ln \frac{p_{ij}}{1 - p_{ij}} = \theta_i + \sum_k \beta_k Q_{kj} + \sum_k Q_{kj} (\gamma_k N_{ik})
\]  

(8.1)

Where:

\( i \) represents a student i.
\( j \) represents a step j.
\( k \) represents a skill or KC k.

\( p_{ij} \) is the probability that student i would be correct on step j.
\( \theta_i \) is the coefficient for proficiency of student i.
\( \beta_k \) is coefficient for difficulty of the skill or KC k
\( Q_{kj} \) is the Q-matrix cell for step j using skill k.
\( \gamma_k \) is the coefficient for the learning rate of skill k;
\( N_{ik} \) is the number of practice opportunities student i has had on the skill k;

We utilized DataShop [Koedinger et al., 2010], a large repository that contains datasets from various educational domains as well as a set of associated visualization and analysis tools, to facilitate the process of evaluation, which includes generating learning curve visualization, AFM parameter estimation, and evaluation statistics including AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and cross validation.
8.2 Dataset

We carry out our study in three domains: algebra, stoichiometry, and fraction addition. In algebra, we analyze data from 71 students who used an Carnegie Learning Algebra I Tutor unit on equation solving. The students are typical students at a vocational-technical school in a rural/suburban area outside of Pittsburgh, PA. A total of 19,683 transactions between the students and the Algebra Tutor were recorded, where each transaction represents an attempt or inquiry made by the student, and the feedback given by the tutor.

The stoichiometry dataset contains data from 3 studies. 510 high school and college students participated in the studies, and generated 172,060 transactions. Instructional videos on stoichiometry are intermingled with the problems. Instructional materials were provided via the Internet. It took students from 1.5 hours to 6.5 hours to complete the study.

In fraction addition, we analyze data from 24 students who use an intelligent tutoring system as part of a larger study. Approximately half of the students are recruited from local schools, the PSLC subject pool, and word of mouth. Participants in both settings are given a brief video demonstration on how to use the tutors, and then have 30 minutes to solve 20 fraction addition problems with the tutor. Students are given immediate correctness feedback on each step, and are offered on-demand text hints. Each interaction is logged through Datashop, and the 24 students yielded 4558 transactions.

Finally, in the article selection domain, we use data collected from Wylie et al.’s [2010] recent study on second language learning. The study is conducted at the University of Pittsburgh’s English Language Institute. Students (N = 99) are adult English language learners (mean age = 27.9, SD = 6.6) and participate as part of their regular grammar class. Data collection is completed within one 50-minute class period. Pre- and post-test items are identical in the form of the practice problems students has seen during tutoring without feedback and hints. All of the student behaviors are recorded during the process, and encoded with rules applied to the problems and whether students answers are correct.

8.3 Measurements

To test how well the existing and generated models predict with real student data, we use AIC and a 10-fold cross validation. AIC measures the fit to student data while penalizing over-fitting. We did not use BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) as the fit metric, because based on past analysis across multiple DataShop datasets, it has been shown that AIC is a better predictor of cross validation than BIC is. The cross validation was performed over three folds with the constraint that each of the three training sets must have data points for each student and KC. We report the root mean-squared error (RMSE) averaged over three test sets.
8.4 Experimental Results

As shown in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3, in algebra and stoichiometry, the SimStudent-discovered models that have lower AICs and RMSEs than the human-generated models. This means the SimStudent models better match the data (without over-fitting). However, in fraction addition, the human-generated model performs better than the SimStudent-discovered ones.

A closer look at the models reveals that in algebra, the SimStudent-discovered model splits some of the KCs in the human-generated model into finer grain sizes. For example, SimStudent creates two KCs for division, one for problems of the form \( Nv = N \), and one for problems of the form \( -v = N \). This is caused by the different parse trees for \( Nv \) and \( -v \) as shown in Figure 8.1. Due to this split, the SimStudent-generated model predicts a higher error rate on problems of the form \( -v = N \) than problems of the form \( Nv = N \). It matches with human student error rates better than the human-generated model, which does not differentiate problems of these two forms.

In stoichiometry, instead of finding splits of existing KCs, SimStudent discovers new KCs that overlap with the original KCs. There are three basic sets of skills in this domain. Within each set, the human-generated KCs are assigned based on the location of the input, while the SimStudent-discovered KCs are associated with the goals of the input. Hence, suppose in two different
Table 8.2: AIC on SimStudent-Generated models and Human-Generated Models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human-Generated Model</th>
<th>SimStudent-Discovered Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>6534.07</td>
<td>6448.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoichiometry</td>
<td>17380.9</td>
<td>17218.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction Addition</td>
<td>2112.82</td>
<td>2202.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article Selection</td>
<td>6221.49</td>
<td>6221.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3: CV RMSE on SimStudent-Generated models and Human-Generated Models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human-Generated Model</th>
<th>SimStudent-Discovered Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>0.4024</td>
<td>0.3999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoichiometry</td>
<td>0.3501</td>
<td>0.3488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction Addition</td>
<td>0.3232</td>
<td>0.3343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article Selection</td>
<td>0.4044</td>
<td>0.4033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

problems, there are two inputs at the same location in the interface. If they are associated with different goals, the human-generated model will not differentiate them, while the SimStudent-discovered model will put them into two KCs. This indicates that SimStudent not only splits existing KCs, but also discovers totally different KCs.

The fraction addition problem set consists of three types of problems in increasing difficulty: 1) addends have equal denominators; 2) the denominator of one addend is a multiple of the other; 3) addends have unrelated denominators. The human-generated model differentiates these three types of problems in calculating the common denominators and the scaled numerators, and ends up having six KCs. SimStudent, however, associates all of the numerator scaling steps with one KC and associates the common denominator calculations with two KCs. In other words, in this domain, SimStudent partially recovered three out of six KCs, but did not further split them into six KCs. SimStudent did discover the other three KCs, but eventually removed them when they were superseded by more generalized rules. This bias towards more general production rules over specific ones regardless of computational cost appears to be a limitation of SimStudent as a cognitive model. Perhaps if we had let SimStudent keep a utility function for each production rule and retrieve them based on the computational cost, last retrieval time, and correctness, SimStudent may have arrived at all six KCs in the human-generated model.

In article selection, SimStudent successfully recovers the KCs associated with the six grammar rules. Moreover, it splits the rule “number-letter” into two KCs, one for number and one for letter. The SimStudent-generated model is as good as the human-generated model both in terms of AIC (6221.39 vs. 6221.49) and the root mean-squared error in cross validation (0.3769 vs. 0.3777). This suggests that SimStudent can reproduce a human-generated model in terms of its quality of fit with human learning data.
8.5 FBI Analysis and LFA on Fraction Addition

The differences of AIC and RMSE between the models are small. This is partially because the difference between the models is small in the sense that most the KCs in the new model are the same as in the old model. Thus, the predictions for problem-steps modeled by those unchanged KCs will be highly similar (not exactly the same because the the student proficiency parameter estimates will be slightly different as a consequence of the changed KCs). FBI, a recently developed technique, is designed to analyze which of these differences improves the model, and by how much. For the original KCs that are different in the discovered model, FBI shows the greatest reduction in prediction error. We apply FBI to the SimStudent and human-generated models in each domain to determine why the SimStudent models are better in two of the three cases. In the analysis, we set the human-generated models as the base.

FBI shows that in algebra, splitting “divide” reduces the RMSE of those steps by 1.02%. Further, splitting subtraction and addition decreases the RMSE of those steps by 3.78% and 3.10%, respectively. Similar results are also observed in the article selection domain, where the split of “number-letter” rule into two KCs leads to better RMSE up to 2.25% in of the human-generated KCs. This also indicates that SimStudent is able to discover KCs of finer grain sizes that match with human data well.

The stoichiometry results are different. SimStudent discovered new KCs that were not part of any existing KCs. Given the 40 KCs in the human-generated model, SimStudent improves 26 of them. The biggest improvement is on skill molecular weight (4.60%), since there are sometimes more than one skill applicable to the same step. The human-generated model misses the additional skill, while the SimStudent model successfully captures both skills.

As described previously, SimStudent does not differentiate the numerator-scaling and common-denominator steps by problem type. This hurts the RMSE of the associated KCs in the SimStudent-generated model. Nevertheless, SimStudent considers finding the common denominator to be a
different KC than copying it to the second converted addend. This split decreases by 7.43% for problems with unrelated denominators, and by 0.12% for denominator steps of problems where one addend denominator was a multiple of the other.

Given the above results, we carry out a third study on fraction addition to test whether the new KCs created by SimStudent can be used to discover better cognitive models. We used LFA to discover cognitive models given two sets of factors. The baseline LFA model was generated based on the factors (KC) in the human-generated model. The other LFA model was discovered using both the factors (KC) in the human-generated model and those in the SimStudent-generated model. Both LFA models were better than the original human-generated model in terms of AIC and RMSE. Moreover, the LFA model using both human-generated and SimStudent-generated factors had better AIC (2061.4) and RMSE (0.3189) than the baseline LFA model (AIC: 2111.96, RMSE 0.3226). In other words, with the help of SimStudent, LFA discovered better models of human students.

8.6 Impact of Representation Learning

Now we know that SimStudent can be used to discover better models of human student learning. In this experiment, we ask the question how much of the improvement is due to the integration of representation learning and skill learning. To answer this question, we compared the learner model discovered by the original SimStudent with the model found by the extended SimStudent in algebra.

The results show that the learner model discovered by the original SimStudent is almost the same as the human-generated model, which is worse than the model generated by the extended SimStudent. More specifically, AIC and RMSE of the original SimStudent model are 6536.91 and 0.4043. Both are worse than the extended SimStudent model (6448.1 and 0.3999). A closer look at the data shows that because of the manually-constructed strong operator functions, the original SimStudent did not need to split the given KCs into multiple smaller KCs. In the example shown in Figure 8.1, the original SimStudent fails to distinguish the two types of problems, since it is given the domain-specific operator function “get-coefficient”, and considers both problems can be explained as first getting the coefficient, and then dividing both sides with the coefficient. Thus, we conclude that the extended SimStudent is able to discover new KCs that cannot be found by the original SimStudent.

8.7 Implications for Instructional Decisions in Algebra

We can inspect the data more closely to get a better qualitative understanding of why the SimStudent model is better and what implications there might be for improved instruction. Among the 21 KCs learned by the SimStudent model, there were 17 transformation KCs and four typein KCs. It is hard to map the SimStudent KC model directly to the expert model.
speaking, the distribute, clt (i.e. combine like terms), mt, rf KCs as well as the four typein KCs are similar to the KCs defined in the expert model. The transformation skills associated with the basic arithmetic operators (i.e., add, subtract, multiply and divide) are further split into finer grain sizes based on different problem forms.

One example of such split is that SimStudent created two KCs for division. The first KC (simSt-divide) corresponds to problems of the form $Ax=B$, where both $A$ and $B$ are signed numbers, whereas the second KC (simSt-divide-1) is specifically associated with problems of the form $-x=A$, where $A$ is a signed number. This is caused by the different parse trees for $Ax$ vs $-x$ as shown in Figure 8.1. To solve $Ax=B$, SimStudent simply needs to divide both sides with the signed number $A$. On the other hand, since $-x$ does not have $-1$ represented explicitly in the parse tree, SimStudent needs to see $-x$ as $-1x$, and then to extract $-1$ as the coefficient. If SimStudent is a good model of human learning, we expect the same to be true for human students. That is, real students should have greater difficulty in making the correct move on steps like $-x = 6$ than on steps like $-3x = 6$ because of the need to convert (perhaps just mentally) $-x$ to $-1x$. To evaluate this hypothesis, we computed the average error rates for a relevant set of problem types – these are shown with the solid line in Figure 8.2 with the problem types defined in forms like $-Nv=N$, where the $N$s are any integrate number and the $v$ is a variable (e.g., $-3x=6$ is an instance of $-Nv=N$ and $-6=-x$ is an instance of $-N=-v$). The problem types are sorted by increasing error rates. In other words, the problem types to the right are harder for human students than those to the left.

We also calculated the mean of the predicted error rates for each problem type for both the human-generated model and the SimStudent model. Consistent with the hypothesis, as shown in Figure 8.2, we see that problems of the form $Ax=B$ (average error rate 0.283) are much simpler than problems of the form $-x=A$ (average error rate 0.719). The human-generated model predicts all problem types with similar error rates (average predicted error rate for $Ax=B$ 0.302, average predicted error rate for $-x=A$ 0.334), and thus fails to capture the difficulty difference between the two problem types ($Ax=B$ and $-x=A$). The SimStudent model, on the other hand, fits with the real student error rates much better. It predicts higher error rates (0.633 on average) for problems of the form $-x=A$ than problems of the form $Ax=B$ (0.291 on average).

SimStudent’s split of the original division KC into two KCs, simSt-divide and simSt-divide-1, suggests that the tutor should teach real students to solve two types of division problems separately. In other words, when tutoring students with division problems, we should include two subsets of problems, one subset corresponding to simSt-divide problems ($Ax=B$), and one specifically for simSt-divide-1 problems ($-x=A$). We should perhaps also include explicit instruction that highlights for students that $-x$ is the same as $-1x$.

### 8.8 Discussion

The objective of this work is to use a learning agent, SimStudent, to automatically construct learner models. Conati and VanLehn [1999] used inference over Bayesian networks to arrive
at models of students’ knowledge states, but their model focused on assessing self-explanation instead of modeling student skill learning. Additionally, there has been considerable work on comparing the quality of alternative cognitive models. LFA automatically discovers cognitive models, but is limited to the space of the human-provided factors. Other works such as Pavlik et al. [2009], Villano [1992] are less dependent on human labeling, but the models generated may be hard to interpret. In contrast, the SimStudent approach has the benefit that the acquired production rules have a precise and usually straightforward interpretation.

Other systems (e.g., Tatsuoka, 1983, Barnes, 2005) use a Q-matrix to find knowledge structure from student response data. Baffes and Mooney [1996] apply theory refinement to the problem of modeling incorrect student behavior. In addition, some research (e.g., Langley and Ohlsson, 1984, VanLehn, 1990) uses artificial intelligent techniques to construct models that explain student’s behavior in math domains. Sleeman and Smith’s [1981] LMS, and Brown and Burton’s [1982] DEBUGGY also make use of artificial intelligent tools to construct models that explain student’s behavior in math domains. VanLehn’s [1990] Sierra models the impasse-driven acquisition of hierarchical procedures for multi-column subtraction from sample solutions. However, his work focused on explaining the origin of bugs for real students, which is not the focus here. In addition, Sierra is given a CFG for parsing the visual state of the subtraction problems, whereas our system automatically acquires a pCFG.

Besides SimStudent, there has also been considerable research on learning within agent architectures (e.g., Laird et al., 1986, Anderson, 1993, Taatgen and Lee, 2003). Other research on creating simulated students (e.g., Chan and Chou, 1997, Pentti Hietala, 1998) is also closely related to our work. Nevertheless, none of the above approaches focused on modeling how representation learning affects skill learning. Work by Utgoff [1984] and Li et al. [2011c] are the rare exceptions that address representation learning in the context of production rule acquisition. In particular, Li et al. [2011c] report a system that, in the process of learning procedural knowledge, acquires new predicates which it organizes in a conceptual hierarchy with recursion. But they put more emphasis on learning conceptual knowledge such as feature predicates rather than perceptual representation. Moreover, none of them compared the system with human learning curve data. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first combination of the two whereby we use cognitive model evaluation techniques to assess the quality of a simulated learner, and demonstrate it across multiple domains.

In the study, we show that the integration of the representation learning component into skill learning is key to the success of SimStudent in discovering learner models. Results indicate that in three out of four domains, SimStudent-generated models are either as good as the human-generated models, or become better predictors of human students’ learning performance than human-coded models. For the fourth domain, when given the SimStudent- and human-generated KCs, LFA finds a better model than the human-generated one. A closer analysis shows that SimStudent is able to split existing KCs into finer grain sizes, discover new KCs, and uncover expert blind spots.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

Building an intelligent agent that simulates human-level learning is an essential task in AI and cognitive science, but building such systems requires manual encoding of prior domain knowledge. In this thesis, we proposed a learning mechanism that automatically acquires representations of the problems in terms of deep features from observations without any annotation or with light annotations. We then integrate this stand-alone representation learner into an intelligent agent, SimStudent, as an extension of the perception module.

9.1 Related Work

Our work lies at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and cognitive science. It builds upon a set of previous work in various areas. Our idea of modeling representation learning is inspired by previous work in cognitive science [Chase and Simon, 1973, Richman et al., 1995, Gobet and Simon, 2000], which has shown that “perceptual chunking” is an important component of human knowledge acquisition. We follow this line of work, and exploit the connection between perceptual representation learning and grammar induction (e.g., [Wolff, 1982, Langley and Stromsten, 2000, Stolcke, 1994, Vanlehn, 1987]). We generalize a standard grammar induction algorithm, the inside-outside algorithm [Lari and Young, 1990], to acquire perceptual representation hierarchies.

We have shown that because of the addition of the greedy structure hypothesizer and the Viterbi training phase, the search space of the proposed representation learner is smaller than that of the inside-outside algorithm [Lari and Young, 1990]. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed representation learner acquires grammars more effectively than the inside-outside algorithm [Lari and Young, 1990]. We believe that this result should also hold for the integrated setting. One interesting future study is to carry out more comprehensive experiments on the comparison between the proposed representation learner and other grammar induction techniques.

Other research also attempts to model the process of perceptual learning. Kemp and Xu [2008]
apply a probabilistic model to capture principles of infant object perception. Deep belief networks [Hinton, 2007] acquire a hierarchy of feature representations for object recognition. While both works are interested in modeling complicated functions through non-linear features, they focus on specific aspects of human learning (e.g., classification), rather than modeling human problem solving and learning of math and science as we do in our work. Another closely related line of work is on representation change (e.g., Muggleton and Buntine, 1988, Martín and Geffner, 2004, Utgoff, 1984, Fawcett, 1996, Li et al., 2011c). To the best of our knowledge, these works put more emphasis on learning conceptual knowledge such as feature predicates, whereas our representation learner focuses more on learning perceptual representation. Moreover, these approaches are not integrated into a learning agent.

Our work shares a clear resemblance with the considerable research on learning within agent architectures. Examples of such systems include Soar’s chunking mechanism in constraining problem-space search [Laird et al., 1986], ACT-R’s compilation process on transforming declarative representations into skill knowledge [Anderson, 1993], and ICARUS’s complex hierarchical skill acquisition module [Langley and Choi, 2006]. Unlike those theories, our work puts more emphasis on integrating ideas of theories of perceptual chunking [Richman et al., 1995] as a basis for improving knowledge representations that, in turn, facilitate better learning of problem solving skills.

The current implementation of the simulated student consists of multiple learning mechanisms in the system, which is consistent with Ohlsson’s [2008] claim on how different learning models are employed during different learning phases in intelligent systems. Nevertheless, one interesting question is whether it is possible to build a more joint learning model that captures representation learning as well as skill learning. We have carried out a preliminary study in this direction. The task of acquiring the precondition of the rule is a classification task. In SimStudent, we decoupled this learning module in two components, the unsupervised statistical module that learns the world representation and generates a set of feature predicates, and a supervised logic-based module that uses the generated feature predicates to acquire the preconditions of production rules. In comparison with this decoupled learning strategy, we adapt a joint model, deep belief network [Hinton et al., 2006], to the precondition learning task. Experiment results show that deep belief network achieves reasonable performance (>80%), but is not as effective as the decoupled strategy (>90%). More extensive studies on the comparison between a joint model and a decouple model are needed in better understanding each type of model.

In addition to building a learning agent that acquires skill knowledge with minimal prior knowledge, our work demonstrates that we can use SimStudent to build better cognitive models of student performance. There has been previous effort in this direction. Researchers have used machine learning [Cen et al., 2006, Pavlik et al., 2009, Villano, 1992, Tatsuoka, 1983, Barnes, 2005, Baffes and Mooney, 1996] and artificial intelligence [Langley and Ohlsson, 1984, Burton, 1982, Sleeman and Smith, 1981, VanLehn, 1990] techniques to automatically construct cognitive models. Our work also applies machine learning and artificial intelligence tools to create intelligent learning agents, and takes one more step in this direction by comparing the system with human learning curve data. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first combination of the two whereby we use student model evaluation techniques to assess the quality of a simulated
9.2 Limitations and Future Work

In spite of the promising results, there are several fruitful future steps that would be interesting to explore in the future. In this thesis, we use pCFG to model the representation of the problems, which limits our representation to be hierarchical. Based on our experimental results, this assumption is sufficient for the domains we explore. However, we imagine that in more complicated domains, more flexible representations such as graph-based structures may be needed. In future work, it would be interesting to see if we model representations in other forms, how it will affect skill acquisition.

Currently, representation learning is carried out in a separate stage before skill learning. It would be great to see how representation learning and skill learning interacts with each other. More specifically, in addition to modeling how representation learning aids skill learning, we would like to see how further integration of the two enables skill learning to assist representation learning.

Last but not the least, the set of domains we explored in this thesis are mainly well-defined domains, where there is a set of well-defined rules in finding the correct solutions. However, there are domains such as linguistics that may not have this property. In the future, it would be interesting to also explore these domains. For example, we would like to see how representation learning affects skill learning in the article selection task with all the grammar rules.

9.3 Theoretical Claims

As also shown in previous studies [Chi et al., 1981, Chase and Simon, 1973], we claim that representation learning is one of the important aspects in human knowledge acquisition, and should be modeled in cognitive theories of human learning. In our theory, perceptual chunks correspond to nodes in a context-free grammar that organizes perceptual knowledge. Perceptual processing is modeled by parsing stimuli using this grammar, with the result being a parse tree that organizes their constituents. The learning process of the representation is carried out in a bottom-up, unsupervised fashion guided by statistical regularities in observed stimuli. While results show that the acquired representation is able to model some types of student errors, other forms of representation such as discrimination networks [Chase and Simon, 1973, Richman et al., 1995, Gobet and Simon, 2000] and connectionist models (e.g., Anderson, 1983) are also possible.

In Chapter 4, 5, and 6, we integrate the proposed representation learner into skill learning. We claim that the speed of skill acquisition depends on the quality of the representation given to the skill learner. By integrating representation learning into skill learning, the speed of skill learning increases. The extended agent can be used to discover better models of student learning, which suggests that the extended agent better models human knowledge acquisition.
In Chapter 4, procedural skills are organized into production rules with three components: conditions that specify perceptual elements, tests on those perceptual elements, and an action sequence. Procedure execution operates in cycles that involve parsing the perceived stimuli, finding rules with matched conditions, selecting a matched rule, and carrying out the associated action sequence. By extending the perceptual hierarchy, skill acquisition involves the construction of production rules based on analysis of relations between inferred actions and elements in the parsed perceptual stimuli.

In Chapter 5, knowledge about perceptual displays that arise in many procedures takes the form of a context-free grammar augmented by annotations that describe two-dimensional relations. Perceptual processing and learning over these two-dimensional grammars operate in a similar manner as described for the simpler grammars in Chapter 3, with the extension of using temporal information in the knowledge acquisition process.

In Chapter 6, conceptual knowledge embedded in the acquired perceptual hierarchy is represented in an additional form, feature predicates. Feature predicates are automatically generated, and are able to replace manually-constructed feature predicates.

### 9.4 Contribution

We showed that after the integration, the extended SimStudent is able to achieve competitive or better performance with little or no domain-specific knowledge engineering effort across multiple domains. We further evaluated the generality of the approach in a world-knowledge rich domain. We extended representation learning with external world knowledge, and integrated it into SimStudent. Results show that given a reasonable number (e.g., 60) of training examples, the extended SimStudent successfully learns six frequently used article selection rules, and can be used to find cognitive models that predict human student behavior as well as a human-generated model.

More specifically, we introduced an innovative application of the extended SimStudent for an automatic discovery of cognitive models. An empirical study showed that a SimStudent generated model was a better predictor of real students learning performance than a human-coded model. The basic idea is to have SimStudent learn to solve the same problems that human students did and use the productions that SimStudent generated as knowledge components to codify problem-solving steps. We then used these KC coded steps to validate the models prediction. Unlike the human-engineered model, the SimStudent generated model has a clear connection between the features of the domain contents and knowledge components. An advantage of the SimStudent approach of learner modeling over previous techniques like LFA is that it does not depend heavily on the human-engineered features. SimStudent can automatically discover a need to split a purported KC or skill into more than one skill. During SimStudents learning, a failure of generalization for a particular KC results in learning disjunctive rules. Discovering such disjunctive rules is equivalent to splitting a KC in LFA, however, whereas humans need to provide potential factors to LFA as the basis for a possible split, SimStudent can learn such factors. The use of the
perceptual learning component, implemented using a probabilistic context-free grammar learner, is a key feature of SimStudent for these purposes as we hypothesized that a major part of human expertise, even in academic domains like algebra, is such perceptual learning.

Our evaluation demonstrated that using the rules SimStudent learns as factors in the cognitive model improves the accuracy of model prediction, and showed how the SimStudent model could provide important instructional implications. Much of human expertise is only tacitly known. For instance, we know the grammar of our first language but do not know what we know. Similarly, most algebra experts have no explicit awareness of subtle transformations they have acquired like the one above (seeing -$x$ as -$1x$). Even though instructional designers may be experts in a domain they have thus have some blind spots regarding subtle perceptual differences like this one, which may make a real difference for novice learners. A machine learning agent, like SimStudent, can help get past such blind spots by revealing challenges in the learning process that experts may not be aware of.
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